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SHRUBS
For Spring Planting

Despite natural shortages we again have

secured an exceptionally complete line of

choice No. 1 Washington flowering trees

and shrubs, both deciduous and evergreen.

Take elevator to the fifth floor.

EVERGREENS

For Foundation Plantings

Golden Pfitzer Juniper

Laurestinus

Golden Irish Yew
Andromeda, Large, Budded
Chinese Photinia

Choisya, Mexican Orange

Pyramidalis

Irish Juniper

Cypress Wisseli

Green Cypress

Obtusa Crippsi

FLOWERING EVERGREENS
AZALEAS: Hinodegiri, Red

Rosaeflora, Dwarf, double
pink.

ABELIA Grandiflora Pink

DAPHNE ODORA,
Fragrant

VIBURNUM DAVIDII

VIBURNUM BURKWOODII
VIBURNUM CARLESI

HEATHERS: Red, White,
Pink

ANDROMEDA,
Lily of the Valley

ESCALLONIA
Apple Blossom

CAMELLIAS,
Red. White. Pink

Also Trees and Shrubs for Rockeries,

Banks . Parking Strips.

Ornamental Vines,

Fruit Trees, Etc.

TAKE ELEVATOR TO
FIFTH FLOOR

SIXTH at PIKE



The Arboretum Bulletin

Selected Shrubs for Walls and Slopes

Carl Starker*

T HE problem of a really interesting treat-

ment of a rock wall or slope can be a

delightful garden experience. The choice of

the proper material which is suited to the par-

ticular aspect is one that calls for real study

if one is to obtain an effect which is interesting

at all seasons of the year. We need variety in

texture of foliage, a long season of bloom and,

to avoid monotony, we should plan for varied

heights and plant forms. The Northwest is

particularly blessed with a wide variety of

available material for such use. Variation in

foliage size, pattern, color and texture, as well

as beauty of flower, provide a wide choice of

material. We must know our plants in order

to understand how best to use them. We must

know, too, ultimate sizes so that our mature

planting will not be overcrowded.

Adequate preparation of the soil for grow-

ing the better class of material is essential.

Many of our vigorous and rapidly growing

plants may be used successfully with little or

no soil preparation, but the choicer shrubs or

plants may prove decidedly disappointing if

proper preparation is not made for their needs.

It is far simpler to prepare the soil adequately

before planting than to set them in poorly

prepared ground and attempt to make up for

this by an annual fertilization or mulch which

rarely is successful. If the soil is properly

Mr. Carl Starker Is, without a doubt, one of the
best-known horticulturists on the West Coast.
His publications on several phases of ornamental
horticulture are truly voluminous and his popular-
ity as an author can be easily understood from
the lucid manner of his writings and from the
extensive basic knowledge which he possesses and
which he uses as a basis for this discussion.

prepared and fertilized before planting, there

is little chance for failure. Sand or fertilizer,

peat or leaf mold are much more easily incor-

porated into the soil before planting.

Close observation of native plants and the

study of plant associations from other parts

of the world having similar climates will give

a sense of the fitness of plant combinations.

This ecological study will do much to unify

our plantings. It will enable us to grow the

plants more successfully and will increase our

appreciation of them.

The manner of treatment we may choose for

developing a wall or a slope may be quite

varied. The use of rocks either in quantity

or as an occasional outcropping can influence

the planting to a great extent. A natural

effect can be produced, or a more formal wall

may be built. The degree of slope, whether

gentle or steep, the length and breadth of the

planting, the aspect, whether shaded or

sunny, will all affect the choice of treatment

and material. In some situations, a formal

planting is desired, while in others a definitely

naturalistic grouping is required. When the

type of treatment has been decided upon, care

should be taken to use only such planting ma-

terial as is suited for the particular purpose.

In high school days, when we studied rhetoric,

we were told that the paragraph must have

unity, coherence and emphasis. Just so, in

making a flower arrangement or planting a

wall or slope. We want a unified and related

whole. We must have a few plants for em-

phasis that are a bit different from the main
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planting in texture or color or form, but we

must also have a feeling of coherence through-

out the whole planting. Proper grading, the

right and effective use of rocks, the interesting

placement of well-selected drifts or groups of

plants, and the strategic location of our focal

points will do much to make distinctive plant-

ing that is individual, effective and attractive

at all seasons.

Very often we can use a combination of

deciduous and evergreen material to good ad-

vantage. Variety in color and form and tex-

ture is desirable for accent in any planting and

a nice grouping of well selected evergreens

will give a feeling of stability that is lacking

if all deciduous material is selected. Dwarf

conifers may be sharply conical, rounded, or

low and spreading in effect. They are very

slow growing and will rarely get out of bounds.

They need little pruning or care when once

established.

This article does not presume to suggest all

the material suited to such uses and is confined

only to shrubby or woody sorts. Much could

be said for many fine herbaceous plants but

this would necessitate a much longer article

than the present one. Their value is unques-

tioned for color and interest, but this article

will deal only with the more woody plants.

No mention is made of azaleas or rhododen-

drons. A long article could well be written of

the value of these useful subjects. No attempt

is being made to mention only new or rare

items. Rather, the purpose is to suggest the

use of many good old stand-bys, perhaps in

combination with other lesser known varieties.

The larger growing shrubs have also been

avoided in this discussion. As background

material for the lower growing sorts, they

fill a real need.

A more or less alphabetically listed group

of plant material follows. It is hoped that

some new items may be introduced to the

reader and that further study of their possi-

bilities may be provoked.

Abelia Schumannii is not for the small

planting. Its arching branches have attractive

small bronzy foliage and in summer produce a

profusion of soft pink flowers. It will grow to

about three feet in height and is a handsome

plant in the proper setting.

The dwarf andromedas are attractive either

in foliage or flowers. A. glaucophylla, the bog

rosemary, has glaucous leaves and delightful

pinkish lantern-shaped flowers in spring. It

grows about a foot high and is charming in a

peaty soil in light shade. A. polifolia nana has

narrower green leaves, which turn bronze in

the fall, and fine clusters of waxy, light pink

flowers in early spring. The compacta form is

a real gem of lower growth, and with much

larger clusters of flowers.

Arctostaphylos nummularia makes small

bushes of six inches or so but later creeps

like a carpet to make a wide mat. The leaves

are small, shining green and the blooms are

dainty white to pink, followed by red berries.

It will grow in any good soil, on the acid side,

in sun or light shade. A. Uva-ursi, the bear-

berry, is a prostrate woody trailer with glossy

dark foliage, and white flowers followed by

fine red berries. It is a most valuable plant

but does not move easily. Small young plants

will establish more readily than larger speci-

mens.

Betula nana, the dwarf birch, makes a nice

lacy little bush of three to four feet spread.

The foliage is neat and tiny. It is a very slow

grower.

The dwarf brooms should be much better

known and widely used than at present. Their

decumbent habit, profuse blooming, interest-

ing stem pattern and drought resistance fit

them especially for the hot sunny slope or wall.

If their good qualities were better known they

would be much more valued by the gardener.

They do not seed profusely nor spread out of

bounds. They may be listed either as Cytisus

or Genista. Amongst the flat, creeping sorts

we find Cytisus Ardoinii, which is very slow

growing. The foliage is sparse and the flowers

are abundant and of a brilliant yellow tone.

It grows only six inches high. Cytisus hirsutus

decumbens is very prostrate with long trailing

stems clothed with attractive hairy foliage

and at blooming time the plant is completely

covered with a glowing mass of yellow. It

will not grow over six inches tall and will
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eventually spread to three feet across. It is a

real “four star” plant*

Genista humijusa is another choice low-

grower. Young plants will hug the contour of

a rock in a most engaging fashion. It grows

very slowly, reaching a spread of eight to ten

inches after five or six years. It is a most

desirable subject for a vertical wall planting.

Genista pilosa is a delightful creeper. It is

more leafy than most brooms and more ever-

green. It blooms in late May and produces a

very fine foliage effect when sprawling over

low rocks.

If a rounded bushlet is desired, then Cytisus

Beanii would prove very effective with its

open, green, twiggy growth, and gay yellow

flowers in May. It, too, is a slow grower, and

will in time make perhaps a twelve-inch

spread.

Genista dalmatica makes a low, spreading,

prickly bushlet with fine-cut foliage that in

mid-May is completely covered with showy

spikes of bloom. It will eventually spread to

perhaps eighteen inches, but will never be

over four or five inches high.

Genista horrida is a late bloomer, flowering

in late June or July. It is well named for the

foliage is very spiny and gray and beautifully

silvered. It will make a tuft of perhaps eight

inches by two feet after a period of years. It

is especially valuable for its late blooming and

its fine silvery effect.

Genista sagittalis, the cactoid - foliaged

broom, is quite different from any other. The

deep green branches are quite procumbent and

each is tipped at blooming time with a fine

deep-yellow cluster of flowers. It grows per-

haps two feet across and only six inches tall.

Genista tinctoria plena is one of the latest

sorts to flower. It is quite low growing. The

foliage is deep green and the flowers are very

double. Sometimes in midsummer it may be

infested with aphids, but one spraying usually

puts an end to this nuisance.

If a large space is to be covered, then Gen-

ista kewensis is a spectacular plant when in

flower if used to cascade over a big boulder,

or down the face of a wall. It will grow per-

haps a foot high and four or five feet across.

Its glorious showing of creamy white flowers

in early May is very charming.

Cistus, the sun rose, is invaluable for dry

banks and walls. C. albidus has gray hairy

leaves and large lilac-pink flowers from June

to September. It will grow four feet high, but

can be kept lower by pruning. C. hybridus

Doris Hibberson is a charming Canadian-

named sort with silky, soft, clear-pink flowers

of exquisite beauty. It is a very profuse bloom-

er and a most excellent plant.

Cistus laurijolius has large dark green leaves

and immense cup-shaped white flowers. It is

a handsome plant, even when not in bloom.

Cistus villosus prostratus is of a dwarf, low

habit with large white flowers in abundance

all summer. It is one of the neatest shrubs

for a hot dry wall or bank.

When one contemplates a wall planting, the

cotoneasters come at once to mind. C. humi-

jusa is a very showy sort. Its slender creeping

stems spread over a wall or follow the contour

of a big boulder in a most delightful manner.

The evergreen foliage takes on a bronzy tone

in winter and the small but showy white

flowers in May are followed by brilliant

orange-red berries. It is not for the small

garden as it will grow to six feet across in

good soil
;
however, it takes pruning with good

grace and can be kept in bounds in a small

space. On a perpendicular wall it is very

effective.

Cotoneaster microphylla glacialis is a neat

form that will hug the rock contours and pro-

duce a fine evergreen carpet. It is a bit sparse

in producing berries, however, but is never-

theless a good plant for covering space on a

steep slope or a wall. Cotoneaster thymijolia

grows a bit more bushy than either of the

other sorts mentioned. The leaves are very

tiny and dark blue-green; the branching pat-

tern is twiggy and close and the whole effect

is compact and comfortable. The rosy red

berries are very attractive.

Gaultherias have a definite place in the

shaded portion of a wall or slope grouping.

They want a peaty or leaf-moldy soil and will

produce a delightful effect with their twiggy

or trailing stems and attractive evergreen

leaves. Gaulthettya, a cross between Gaul-
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tlieria and Pernettya, takes on the good qual-

ities of both parents. The foliage is leathery

and dark green; the habit of growth is close

and compact and the whole effect is neat and

pleasing. The rather showy white flowers

which appear in spring are followed by at-

tractive red to black berries. This is a very

new plant which promises to be of much value

when better known.

G. humifusa is a small western native with

rounded leathery leaves, white, urn-shaped

flowers and black fruits. It makes an attrac-

tive low ground cover. G. nummularioides has

trailing stems and very hairy leaves and showy

white flowers. G. procumbens, the wintergreen,

makes a fine, creeping, ground cover. The

shining foliage, red stems and vivid red fruits

all proclaim its real value. It grows about four

inches high.

Too many people think only of the ordi-

nary pink winter-blooming heather, when the

subject of heathers is brought up. There are

so many other good sorts that are little known

or valued. There is no finer rock garden shrub.

Their foliage is always neat and the fact that

the different sorts bloom at different seasons

makes it possible to have one or another of

them in bloom at almost any time of year.

They require a fairly loose soil and will be

improved if cut back after flowering, as this

tends to make their growth more compact.

They need full sun to bloom well.

The carneas are the winter-blooming heath-

ers. Their blooming season starts early in

November and runs through the winter to

early spring. Their hardiness and fine color

makes them especially valuable plants. They
make neat, much-branched, spreading bush-

lets and have showy clusters of tiny blooms at

the tips of the branches. Among the better

sorts should be mentioned, alba, a fine white

form; coccinea, one of the darkest carmine-

flowered sorts; King George, with beautiful

dark-toned flowers in January. Ruby Glow is

another fine, deep-toned early bloomer and

Viveliii is a later form with particularly dark

flowers and a very procumbent habit. It

blooms in February or March and even the

foliage has a purplish cast in winter.

Springwood White and Springwood Pink

furnish very fine late winter bloom. Their

blossom spikes are unusually long and the

corolla tubes are nearly twice as long as in the

ordinary carnea flowers. The anthers are a

vivid cinnamon color which makes a very in-

teresting combination. The foliage is light

green and the habit of growth is very pros-

trate, the stems often rooting as they creep

along and in time making fine, wide, green

carpets.

If a tufted roundish bush form is wanted in

a white winter-flowering heather, the variety

Snow Queen, is truly delightful. The plants

are quite compact in growth and the waxy

white flowers appear in profusion at Christmas

time.

Similar in form and habit but larger in size

than the carnea type, is the Mediterranean

heather. Growth is loose and airy and flower

spikes are long and showy. The variety,

Brightness, has dark foliage, a bushy habit

and a wealth of bright pink color in March

and April. Superba grows somewhat taller,

up to 2^4 or 3 feet. It is compact and upright

with many fine pink blooms which last well

into May. It is ideal for background planting

or for accents.

In sequence of bloom the E. cinerea and E.

ciliaris types follow the Mediterranean forms.

These sorts are distinguished from the other

heaths by their soft, hairy, or short, needle-

like foliage. Blossoms are pitcher shaped in

clusters at the ends of the branches. Dawn is a

particularly good sort with brilliantly colored,

large, rich, pink bells all summer. Mrs. Dill,

Mrs. C. H. Gill and Mrs. C. D. Eason are all

vivid deep-pink to rose colored varieties.

Startler is another new sort that has especially

deep-toned flowers.

If you like golden-foliaged forms the variety

Golden Hue, with vivid yellow foliage and

reddish stems in summer, is most attractive.

It grows a bit taller than the type, being a

good eighteen inches when mature. The winter

color is deeper and even more showy. For an

accent plant it is really very worth while.

In early summer the daboecias begin to

flower and continue until late fall. They

grow in rounded bushes a foot or so across
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and may have rosy, lavender, or white blooms,

or the variety Versicolor will surprise you by

having white, rose, and striped blooms all on

the same spike. It is a quaint oddity that will

appeal to those who like unusual plants.

In midsummer the callunas start their pa-

rade of color. The flower spikes are long and

slender and the leaves are short and scale-

like. They are arranged in fours so that the

branches have an angular appearance. Some

are attractive enough in foliage alone to war-

rant copious planting but the better flowering

forms are also delightful. C. vulgaris County

Wicklow should be mentioned for its airy

spikes of soft-pink, double flowers. Camla is

another choice double form of low growth.

Mrs. H. E. Beale is taller. The flower spikes

are delightful for cutting and will retain their

clear pink color well if cut and dried for winter

bouquets. Millard’s variety is an exception-

ally fine late-flowered orchid. It is still in fine

flower in October. There are many other good

sorts available.

C. vulgaris minima and C. v. minima Smith’s

variety are also desirable for their humped

domes of mossy foliage. Mullion is worthy of

a place in any garden for its floral display in

late summer is delightful. It should be much

more widely known for it is a plant of real

merit.

Calluna vulgaris Mrs. R. Gray makes a neat

close mat of attractive foliage not over two

inches high. It roots as it grows, making wide

green carpets which in late summer are stud-

ded with soft lavender blooms.

The E. Tetralix heathers are excellent for

use where grayish foliage is wanted. The plants

grow rather upright and produce fine heads

of white or dusty-pink flowers. They bloom

from midsummer to fall. The variety, mollis

alba, is one of the finest.

No heather list would be complete without

mention of the E. vagans types. Their foliage

resembles the carneas but they make bigger

more upstanding bushes. The flowers appear

in great profusion in late summer. They may

be had from white through various pinks to

rose shades. Lyonesse, Mrs. D. F. Maxwell,

and~St. Keverne are all excellent, while E.

vagans nana is a wee grower with nice white

flowers in early fall.

Heather bank plantings can be most spec-

tacular if care is used in selecting really good

varieties. By proper selection, they can be

colorful for many months and if kept pruned,

the foliage effect when not in bloom can, by

its variety of form and texture, be quite inter-

esting.

Fabiana imbricata, while not a heather, is

so similar in appearance that it is mentioned

here. It makes a three-foot bush of light

green, lacy foliage on tall spire-like stems,

and bears a profusion of large, white, trumpet-

shaped flowers in spring. There is also a pale

blue form which is desirable.

Helianthemums or rock roses are indispens-

able in the wall or rock garden. They want

sharp pruning after blooming and will then

produce flowers off and on all season. The

species H. Libanotis is a wiry, slender-leaved

shrublet of a foot or so, with masses of vivid,

single, yellow blooms. H. Tuberaria has mats

of broad glossy leaves and gay yellow flowers.

The foliage is interesting and distinct. The

forms of H. vulgare are many. The new Eng-

lish sort, Mrs. Mould, has vivid salmon-rose

blooms with laciniated petals and is particu-

larly charming. Other named sorts may be

had in yellow, tomato red, or pink and there

are good double, as well as single, forms.

Jasminum Parkeri is a choice rounded bush-

let to place near a hot rock. The leaves are

nearly evergreen and are quite finely divided

and rose-like. The big, single, yellow flowers

appear in May. This is a rare shrub which

grows slowly but is really fine when happily

situated.

If you have a hot dry bank to plant, try

the dwarf lavenders with rosemary. Lavan-

dula atropurpurea nana, the dwarf French

lavender, is very neat and compact with its

silver-gray foliage. The violet spikes of bloom

are very freely produced. Twickles purple is

somewhat similar while L. delphinensis has

bluer flowers and the name L. vera rosea would

lead one to think the blooms might be rosy,

but they are, in fact, more of an orchid tint

than a true rose color. Lavandula pedemon-

(Continued on Page Thirty-Six)
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Iris Kaempferi—Japanese Iris

Mrs. F. B. Eylar*

THESE are the cherished flowers of the

household shrines and gardens of ancient

and modern Japan. Since the beginning of

the last war there has been a great tendency

to rename them “Oriental Iris”, as a great

many people shun anything with the name

“Japanese” attached to it. It is misleading

to call them Oriental Iris as that could be

either Chinese or Japanese, and they are origi-

nally from Japan and parts of Siberia, so let’s

not blame these beautiful flowers for their un-

fortunate origin. They are Kaempferi hybrids

but most people know them as Japanese iris

and they will be so called in this article.

History

There is very little in the way of exact rec-

ords on the early history of the Japanese iris,

it being mostly of a legendary character. It

is stated that even before Columbus sailed for

America, Japan was reveling in their beauty.

At that time they were known to the Japanese

as “Hanashobu” (flowering flag). But they

were not in the high state of development that

we now know them.

For hundreds of years the village of Hori-

Kori was noted for its flowers, grown for the

wealthy people of the nearby city of Tokyo.

The story goes that a simple peasant named

Katoka found the iris flowers growing on the

slopes of Mt. Fuji, and, since he was a great

lover of flowers, he dug up as many as he could

carry in the folds of his garments, carried

them home, and planted them very carefully

in the rice paddies of his tiny farm. This

collection and those plants which he gathered

later are said to have been the ancestors of

our modern Japanese irises.

The young son of Katoka was ever watchful

of his father’s activities and they worked to-

gether to improve the treasured flowers. The

news of their labors reached the great Toka-

gowa, who set out with his retinue of servants

to visit the humble peasant, to see with his

*Mrs. P. B. Eylar is another of our well-known
gardeners. Although she is interested in many
types of ornamentar plants, she has concentrated
much of her interest and work on the day lily and
the Japanese Iris. It is a pleasure to be able to
give our readers material which stems from her
long experience and keen observation.

own eyes the miracle flowers about which he

had heard.

After the death of Katoka, the son carried

on the great work and became a collector of

plants, searching everywhere for variation of

form and color among the irises that would

give him material for his breeding work. So

great was his success that he became the first

connoisseur of the Japanese iris and was pre-

sented with a tablet, equivalent to a modern

Medal of Excellence.

The garden, called Katoka-Yen, was handed

down through generations and the tablet was

posted at the gate for all visitors to see. A
miniature shrine erected on an artificial hill

was used by visitors to view the lovely flowers

below them in the former rice paddy, and a

vision of unutterable loveliness greeted their

eyes as though they were looking at a multi-

colored lake.

In 1857 Admiral Perry anchored his fleet in

the bay and marched through the streets of

Tokyo, making it a treaty port open to vis-

itors. Many people visited the famous garden

at Hori-Kori. In 1869, Thomas Hogg, an

American traveler, brought the first specimens

of Japanese irises to the United States, and

for over sixty years other plants were brought

to America, but the choicest and rarest varie-

ties were jealously guarded and not allowed to

leave Japan. Even as late as seven years ago

one dealer in America stated that he had been

trying for years to purchase some rare “Higo”

varieties but was never able to secure them,

but did eventually procure some seed of this

strain. I have three plants of it. They do not

seem to be as vigorous as others and have not

yet bloomed for me. They are said to be un-

usually large and very fine.

Three of the famous Japanese iris gardens

were in the vicinity of Tokyo and were said

to have been in existence for three generations,

but are probably now listed as war casualties.

A great deal of interest was taken by Ameri-

can hybridizers for quite a few years after the

importation of the first exotic iris flowers, but

as they are rather slow growing they were not
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sufficiently profitable to suit the average

American nurseryman. Very little is now be-

ing done to improve these orchids of the

garden.

About thirty-five years ago, an Englilsh

collector found the iris species, /. laevigata

alba purpurea. It is of the Kaempferi type,

having six narrow petals with distinctive blue

and white coloring, but the blooming season is

somewhat earlier than the Japanese type.

Some of this stock was sent to the Department

of Agriculture at Washington, D. C., and from

there was forwarded to a noted hybridizer of

Japanese irises, with the hope that it might be

possible to effect a cross with I. Kaempjeri.

On account of the difference in the time of

blooming, the work was carried on for fif-

teen years before a successful cross was ob-

tained. From the single pod of seed, which

came from the cross, four beautiful varieties

appeared and were offered to the public. This

was twenty years after the first cross was at-

tempted. Five years ago I was able to add the

four varieties to my collection and one of

them is the only one of its kind in cultivation,

having very light yellow leaves, giving a very

beautiful effect in contrast to the darker green

leaves. The light coloring is retained until

after blooming time. Then it takes on a

slight greenish cast, but always remains no-

ticeably lighter than any other variety. This

difficult cross is presumed to be the only one

of its kind ever accomplished.

Propagation

The usual method of propagation of Japa-

nese irises is by division of the plants, thus

insuring exact duplicates of the parents. They

have small woody rhizomes with long stringy

roots attached at the base. After a rhizome

blooms it soon dies, so when divisions are made

the old woody parts should be discarded, re-

taining only the new, vigorous plants. It is

quite easy to tell them apart for the young,

vigorous plants have rather whitish plump-

looking roots, while the old plants have darker,

brownish roots that have a lifeless, dead ap-

pearance. Japanese irises are very easily

grown from seed, but the proportion of choice

varieties is very small, as they have a ten-

dency to revert to the wild type with small,

single blossoms of the typical red purple color.

Very few of the modern hybrids set seed

readily and of course do not come true to va-

riety from seed. Thus, for the small gardener

with limited space, it is almost a waste of

time to raise them from seed. A few choice

plants selected when in blossom will give

greater satisfaction.

Many people confuse a small Japanese iris

blossom with a large Siberian iris blossom.

Several distinct differentiating characteristics

are readily observed. The Japanese iris has

a solid stem, while that of the Siberian is

hollow. The leaves of the Japanese varieties

have a distinct ridge down the center, but the

Siberian does not. On the petals of the Japa-

nese irises, there are always long, golden or

orange-colored spears down the center, while

on the Siberian that area is a whitish color,

heavily veined with other colors. With well

grown plants there is no comparison in the

size of the blossoms, for on the Japanese va-

rieties they are often as large as small dinner

plates, some with three petals (single) and

others with six petals (double). Some of the

very rare varieties have a tufting, or a mul-

tiplicity, of small petals in the center and

others have beautifully crested styles which

add greatly to their beauty.

Culture

The culture of the Japanese iris is almost

the opposite of that of the tall bearded class

known to many as “German” type. An ideal

location for the former is one that is lower

than the surrounding ground such as a sunken

garden, or lower level of the garden, where

the flat umbrella-like blossoms may be seen

from above. The soil should be enriched with

barnyard manure and should be definitely on

the acid side similar to that required for

rhododendrons. Under no circumstances should

bone meal be used on account of the lime con-

tent. In setting the new plants, the rhizome

should be two or three inches below the ground

and the roots well spread out, so that the so-

called crown is well covered. They have a

tendency to push out of the ground somewhat

as the clumps enlarge, and it is important to

plant rather deeply, like columbine, phlox,

etc.
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To insure large blossoms there must be an

abundance of moisture while the buds are

forming and up to blooming time, after which

very little water is required. Good drainage

is imperative, for while they are moisture

lovers and may be flooded before blooming,

they do not like stagnant water and will soon

show a yellowing of the leaves in a poorly

drained location. A good way to keep plenty

of water at the proper time is to use a soil

soaker; or take the nozzle off the hose and let

the water run slowly to keep the soil saturated.

A few plants may be grown in large tubs, such

as are used for water lilies; submerge them in

a pool while the buds are forming and remove

to a well-drained location after the flowers

are gone. Plenty of peat moss worked into the

soil helps to keep up the proper level of acidity

as well as to retain the moisture. If barnyard

manure is not available, sheep guano is very

good to use in conjunction with the peat moss,

but use it more sparingly. A good program

to follow, if you have planted your iris in well-

prepared and fertilized soil, is to add a light

coating of sheep guano just as the plants are

coming up in the spring; then another applica-

tion as the buds are forming. If your soil

should be on the alkaline side, it will be neces-

sary to use a soil acidifier such as may be

purchased from seed stores. Tannic acid and

aluminum sulphate are the usual products sold

for that purpose.

When the clumps become large and crowded

they will cease to give an abundance of blos-

soms and the blossoms will have short stems

and be much smaller. Most varieties will not

need dividing for about four years but some

very vigorous ones may need it in three years.

The soil should be kept free from weeds and

grass, as the growth of the iris is not suffi-

ciently strong to compete, but do not cultivate

deeply for there are many fine feeder roots

quite close to the surface. The blossoms will

not be typical of the variety the first year;

sometimes a double one will come single, so

they must be well established to give their

best performance.

If you are bothered with moles in your gar-

den, keep a watchful eye out for them, for

they often burrow around and under the plant

leaving a tunnel for the mice to follow and

feed on the root, often destroying the entire

root system. It is a good practice once in a

while to go around each clump with the heel

of your shoe and if it sinks in unduly, you

wall know what the trouble is. Tramp the soil

well back into place close around the plant so

there will be no air pockets left

After your plants are through blooming,

be sure to remove all seed pods. These irises

grow from seed so easily that you would soon

lose your choice varieties and have only medi-

ocre volunteer seedlings. In the fall, when

the leaves start browning and dying, cut them

off close to the ground. Remove all dead

foliage. This is a good time to add a mulch

of manure to be forked in during the early

spring.

Significance of Japanese Names

The first plants to be imported quite natur-

ally bore Japanese names, and these names all

had some significance to the originators. The

information I was able to find on this subject

would make a most interesting article in itself,

but as space does not permit, I will give only

a brief sketch. Many of the following words

are parts of names of Japanese irises.

Sakura, meaning cherry.

Gawa, meaning river or stream, thus the va-

riety Sakura-Gawa is commonly known as

“Cherry Stream.”

Nomiji, meaning maple, gives the variety

Nomiji-no-taki, the common name, “Maple

Cascade.”

Nami, means waves, thus Gekka-no-nami be-

comes “Surf in Moonlight”; Shira Nami
means “White Waves”, and Maye-no-shira-

nami is “Dancing White Waves.”

Kumo, means clouds, so Kuro-kumo becomes

“Dark Clouds” and Kumo-no-obi is “Sash

like clouds.”

Many names are descriptive, such as Au-

Fukurin, “Blue Border”; Koki-no-iro, “Un-

usual Color”; Aka-Fukurin is “Red Border”

and Fuka-murasaki is “Deep Purple.”

Animals and birds contributed to other

names: Howo refers to a mythical bird; Zuru

is crane; Kuma-Funjin, “Excited Bear,” and

Shishi-Ikari is “Angry Lion.”
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Ceremonial dances, brocaded silks, legends,

etc., all added their bit to the various names.

Most of these names were so difficult for

the Americans to pronounce that the English

version was used by most dealers, thus adding

to the confusion. The interpretations were

varied to suit the individual nurseryman, so it

is very easy to purchase a given variety under

several different names. Then, to add still

more to the confusion, a great many American

hybridizers apparently have not had a large

collection of the original plants with which to

compare their new products, and have given

names to plants that are almost duplicates of

types already on the market. I have in my
collection several varieties under three or four

different names. The American Iris Society

has done a great deal of work trying to bring

order out of all this chaotic condition, but the

most satisfactory way to obtain what you de-

are is to see the plant in bloom; then you

know what you will have regardless of name.

The following descriptions of varieties are

as named in my own collection. I know that

some are incorrect, but so far I have not been

able to verify them.

Description of Varieties

The colorings are so varied and elusive that

only a general color classification can be made.

Some blossoms open out with dark rich color-

ings and fade to soft delicate blendings; but in

any stage they are most exquisite and will

thrill the close observer with their varied com-

binations of hues such as only mother nature

can supply.

In the pure whites and cream whites are

such varieties as Selkirk, early and tall
;
Shira-

taka, of very heavy leathery substance with

a decidedly creamy, crested center. Betty F.

Holmes bears huge snowy petals and White

Swan produces a very peculiar formation

—

small blossoms with upright standards, and

falls that hang directly down. My clump is

most beautiful and is remindful of a flock of

large white butterflies.

Some of the near-whites are flushed or faint-

ly striped with other color. Such a one is

Zama-no-mori, a huge single type with wide,

crepe-like petals and a decided blue flush, in

the center of the falls, which gradually fades

to a pure white. Harmony (one of the parents

of the four laevigata hybrids mentioned

above) has brush marks of red purple along

the haft with standards of the same purple

coloring, making a lovely effect. Shilka No. 3

displays three huge, round, crepe-like petals

lightly lined with purple. The standards are

also very large and more heavily streaked with

purple, often appearing double. Many others

in this type have varied degrees of lines,

streaks and blushes.

Pale Ground With Delicate Veining

Bobby Sipe is a gorgeous pearl-white double

with very horizontal petals delicately but dis-

tinctly lined with violet. Kasugano has a very

delicate bluish ground color completely cov-

ered with a network of fine lines in mauve.

Venice is a similar blue and pink. This type

has very few varieties and they are all ex-

quisitely beautiful rather than showy.

Light Blue and Lavender

Azure, as its name implies, is a delicate clear

blue with a white throat area, a triple form of

rare beauty. Fujisan, with more of a lavender

cast, and a silvery sheen, has the edges of its

petals flushed darker, with a decided hairline

edge. It is beautifully ruffled. Kamata (W)

is a gorgeous triple variety of campanula blue,

usually having eight big, ruffled petals. It is

very rare. Elbrus, nearly a Delft blue with a

beautifully crested center, is the most brilliant

in this class. Many very rare varieties are

found in this group.

Washed and Veined Blue and Lavender With

Very Variable Coloring

Reine des Bulgares is a huge single of bril-

liant king’s blue overlaying a gray back-

ground. Its shadings of amethyst add greatly

to its beauty. Oceana is a huge double with

very rich coloring, deep blue washed crimson

purple. Its drooping petals are beautifully

ruffled and sometimes it throws a triple flower,

the color aging to lighter, softer tones. Yomo-

no-umi-uyeki, is a rich true blue with faint

hairlines of darker coloring to match the cen-

tral area. A faint lavender veil softens the

whole effect to an exquisite combination.

Many of the richest and hardest-to-describe

varieties come under this heading. They open

a deep shade and age to soft, rich blendings.
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Three varieties, Opalescent Lilac, Josephine

Heywood and Grace Sperling are very opal-

escent in their coloring, each differing from

the others somewhat in form and shading.

Pink and Orchid Pink

Here are to be found some of the most

delicately beautiful of all. Atlanta bears a true

“apple blossom” pink flushing on the white

petals, with no hint of orchid in its make-up.

Celestine, a delicate anemone-pink with a very

silvery cast, looks decidedly pink as it lacks

the usual blue halo found in most of the

members of this class. These pinks are not

only delicate in coloring but in substance as

well, for they lack the heavy petalage that is

found in the light blue class. But they are all

exquisite and of very rare hues.

Deep Orchid With Tan Suffusion

Paradise, one of the most beautiful com-

binations in my entire collection, is an odd

tan pink with a white halo near the center.

This is surrounded by a vivid violet flush that

runs out into the petals as faint blue lines.

It has huge double petals, often triple. Kim
Lee, of similar coloring with smaller violet

flushing, has very drooping petals and is beau-

tifully ruffled with a crested center. Suboti is

much darker than the two preceding varieties

and is more of an old rose with a very heavy

ruffling.

Washed and Veined Rose Pink

Collingwood is variably washed and lined

with deep rose pink or “Fox-glove red.” It

ages to a soft rose in general appearance.

Hotario, lighter than the above with more

variable coloring, is single flowered with the

magenta standards edged in silver. Nomiji-no-

taki has a delicate pink flower with a bright

pink flush over the petals.

Distinct Stripes

In this class come some of the most spec-

tacular and distinctive varieties. There is

Wakamuska, a very rich dark variety with

heavy flushings and lines of red violet over a

gray ground. It is most handsome. Otomene

is similar, but has a single flower. Warei Hotei,

a pale blue, heavily flushed and lined with

voilet, is more on the blue side, and a very

rare flower. The petals are so ruffled that

they overlap. Okubanri, pale gray, is sparsely
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lined with dark blue and has an edge of gray

that is puckered or sort of “gathered” in ap-

pearance. These single blossoms make a very

beautiful clump of light blue. Carlton Childs

produces huge, rounded, pearly-mauve petals

with a rich blue halo and faint hairlines run-

ning nearly to the edge. The standards are

extremely large, of a pink-lilac color lined

with darker hues and very dull purple styles

that add greatly to the beauty of the delicate

flower. This is not only a magnificent flower

but is unique in that the standards keep get-

ting larger as the flower ages. They appear as

huge doubles at that time.

Medium Colors, Blending the Red and Blue

Bokara, Hinode Sakura, Eleanor Parry and

Isumi Gawa represent this class. They are

quite different in form and shading but all

with that medium coloring, neither blue nor

red. Some of them are beautifully lined and

flushed with darker shades.

Marbled Varieties

Tora-Odori, an extremely ruffled variety

with pale lilac ground heavily marbled with

wine purple, is one of the most beautiful.

Richmond is more on the blue side with a very

irregular blotching of violet on a pinkish

ground. Aurifolia (the hybrid with the yellow

leaves) is more delicate in appearance with a

mixture of several shades of violet and blue

and with very rosy standards. Sofu-no-koi is

still more delicate in appearance with a blue

lavender ground striped and flecked rosy pur-

ple. Sometimes one-half of a petal will be

solid purple, so variable is the coloring.

Red
The so-called red iris are red only by com-

parison with some of the others and have

very rich wine shadings when the sun is shin-

ing on them. Date-Dogu, Taiheiraki and Uca-

guya are all very handsome, varying in their

shades and form, some having small white

centers.

Decided Borders oj Blue and Red
Van Hosen and Kumo-no-obi have magnifi-

cently ruffled petals of blue, with white

streamer centers. Sakura-Gawa is similar, but

in claret shadings. Cloudy Sky, Pyramid and

Subijin all produce very rich flowers with
(Continued on Page Thirty-Eight)



Your Dahlia Garden
Pliny L. Allen*

AS SPRING approaches, most people be-

gin to think about making a garden

—

either flower or vegetable or both. It seems

to be the natural and normal thing for men
and women, boys and girls to want to dig in

the ground; to plant seeds; to watch for their

germination and to tenderly care for the plants

until the glory of flower or fruit rewards them

for the effort put forth.

I know of no activity in which the average

person can engage as a hobby or for recreation

and pleasure that provides the continuing

thrills which come as healthful vegetables and

fruits are harvested or beautiful flowers are

gathered to reward the enthusiastic grower.

Beautiful flowers are grown to bloom during

all the months of spring and summer, but in

the late fall, the glory of the flower garden

is found in the dahlia. Its many classifications,

sizes, colors and easy culture make it one of

the preferred flowers for the amateur grower.

Anyone who can grow flowers can grow

dahlias. Any soil that will raise flowers will

raise dahlias. True, more knowledge and bet-

ter methods will produce better dahlias and,

of course, soils which meet their optimum

requirements will contribute greatly to the

development of better blooms.

Location is important, whether for a few

dahlia plants in the border, or for a large

garden. If possible, select a gently sloping

location facing south or east with some pro-

tection from the afternoon sun. While dahlias

will grow in full sun or full shade, the best

results both in growth and in flowers will be

obtained if trees or shrubs on the west give

the protection needed.

The soil should be a friable loam containing

sufficient amounts of leaf mold or humus. If

it is sandy, the addition of a liberal amount

of peat moss will have a tendency to conserve

the moisture which usually passes quickly

•Mr. Pliny L. Allen has long- been associated
with the Puget Sound Dahlia Society. He has been
one of the moving spirits in the organization and
through his years of contact with dahlias, both
in his own garden and from observation of the
work of others, he has gathered together a fund
of information on their culture which cannot be
surpassed. It is a pleasure to give our readers an
opportunity to learn from one who knows.

through such soil, leaving it dry and giving

to the growing plants little of the benefit of

rain or irrigation. The addition of coal ashes

to heavy clay soils will make them more

easily tilled and more responsive to applica-

tions of fertilizer and water. Peat moss mixed

with the soil at planting time will be found

beneficial under these circumstances.

Propagation

There are three methods of propagation

used in the raising of dahlias; by tubers, by

cuttings and by seeds.

Most dahlia growers, particularly those rais-

ing them for the first time, will probably plant

the tubers. These may be obtained from re-

liable dealers in the Pacific Northwest or, if

desirable, can be selected from catalogs issued

by eastern or midwest growers who advertise

in flower magazines and whose listings con-

tain the newest introductions as well as the

older and tried favorites.

Planting the Tubers

Care should be exercised in the planting of

tubers. Holes should be eight or ten inches

in diameter and about eight inches deep. Fill

two inches of the hole with loose dirt, peat

moss or humus. Drive a stake firmly in the

ground; lay the tuber on its side with the

“eye” end about two inches from the stake;

cover the tuber with loose soil for about two

inches and, as the sprouts grow, fill in the bal-

ance of the hole to the level of the ground.

The writer has for years made a practice of

mixing a small handful of raw bone meal with

the loose soil on which the tuber is planted

and results have been very satisfactory.

Cuttings

Cuttings are made from sprouts which ap-

pear on the tubers under proper handling.

This process involves placing the tubers on

a greenhouse bench or in a box in a heated

room and covering them with a mixture of

good soil, peat moss and sand. The mixture is

kept moist and warm enough to permit the

sprouts to develop. When sprouts are about

two or three inches long they are broken off
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(not cut) from the tuber, planted inside in a

flat or box of sand, kept wet and, when rooted,

transplanted into pots or flats. After the

danger of frost has passed, place them in the

open ground in soil prepared as suggested

above for tubers.

Seeds

Few except commercial growers and dahlia

enthusiasts know or realize that dahlias can

be grown from seeds and produce tubers and

prize-winning blooms the first year.

Propagation by seeds is the most interesting

and exciting phase of dahlia culture. As the

flowers never come true in size, color or classi-

fication from seed, it is most interesting to

watch their development through the various

stages to the full blown flower.

If, from a planting of 100 selected seeds,

you grow 50 plants, you have a good start to-

ward a summer and fall of work, interest,

gloom, hard luck, expectation and, finally, if

one of your seedlings produces a flower of

surpassing beauty, color and size which makes

it outstanding in its classification, you will

add to the preceding emotions that of proud

achievement.

More than ever before, amateur growers and

the members of the hundreds of dahlia so-

cieties who exhibit blooms at their annual

shows are growing dahlias from seed, and all

of the worthwhile new introductions annually

added to the lengthy list of proven prize-

winning varieties are grown from seed.

A word of caution, however, should here be

interposed—it does not pay to plant poor

dahlia seed. In view of the fact that a year’s

time may be wasted by experimenting with

seeds matured in your own garden or those

of unknown origin, and the further fact that

only an occasional new seedling is better than

an existing dahlia of the same color and classi-

fication, it would seem wise to secure seed

from a specialist who pollinates and cross-

breeds his own varieties and colors, and who
thus knows the parentage of the seeds he sells.

These seeds you can plant with confidence,

knowing that you are starting your experiment

under the best of circumstances and with the

greatest hopes for success.

Twelve

Because of its long growing season and the

fact that dahlia seeds mature so late, my ex-

perience has been that those which come from

California are the ones most likely to give

good results in the Pacific Northwest. In

1939, 1940, 1944 and 1945 the writer ex-

hibited in the Kitsap County Dahlia Society

show one seedling each year. Each year they

took blue ribbons either as the best seedling,

or as the best in the class in which it was ex-

hibited. The 1944 seedling, later named the

“Great Divide,” was grown on Long Island

from tubers sent from Bremerton, entered in

the American Dahlia Society show held in

New York in November, 1945, and was award-

ed the American Home magazine “Achieve-

ment Medal” as the best undisseminated seed-

ling of the show. All seeds from which the

above winners were grown came from Califor-

nia dealers.

Dahlia seeds should be sown about March 1

in flats or boxes, in good soil and kept where

reasonably constant heat of about 60 degrees

is available. When the seedlings have pro-

duced two sets of leaves they should be trans-

planted to three-inch pots or to flats with

plants spaced three inches apart each way.

When the danger of frost is over, plant them in

open ground where they are to remain for the

season. The above suggestions for growing

dahlias apply particularly to the larger va-

rieties usually exhibited in dahlia shows and

which provide the greatest amount of color

and beauty in the fall garden.

Culture

Dahlia rows should be from three to four

feet apart and the plants placed from three

to four feet in the row. If space is limited, or

if low growing varieties are planted, these

distances may be changed to suit the condi-

tions. Dwarf varieties, usually raised from

seed, may be planted in masses or in borders

where they are to remain. Thin them to twelve

inches apart. They will form a hedge about

a foot high, covered with bloom from early

summer until frost kills the plants. Seeds of

the dwarf mixed varieties are sold in packets

as part of seed assortments carried in most

seed stores.



A few cultural suggestions applicable to all

dahlia plantings would seem timely at this

point.

Dahlias like plenty of water, yet they

should not be planted where water will stand.

Ditches dug on the lower side of a bed will

help to drain off surplus water, if the sdil is

too soggy. My preference for furnishing water

to dahlia plants is irrigation around the roots.

Some prefer or find it more convenient to

sprinkle overhead, wetting the foliage as well

as the ground. Do not let the plants get too

dry during the growing season.

Weeds should be kept out of the dahlia

garden, both from around the plants and be-

tween the rows. The fine, feeding roots grow

close to the surface in their search for food

and moisture, and care should be exercised in

cultivating not to unduly disturb them.

Early and frequent spraying with a nicotine

spray to prevent or kill aphids, or other suck-

ing or chewing insects, will keep your plants

and foliage in good condition and help to

guarantee more perfect blooms.

As the plants grow, the stems should be

tied to the stakes to prevent bending over or

breaking either from their own weight or from

strong winds. Once a month during the grow-

ing season, a small handful of a good commer-

cial fertilizer, scattered around and about

twelve inches away from the stem of each

plant and raked in, will provide sufficient food

for good growth.

In the next issue of the Bulletin will be

outlined measures to be taken to prevent or

relieve attacks of insects, methods of de-

branching and disbudding to get the best re-

sults and largest blooms, and some suggestions

for those enthusiasts who would like to, and

who should, exhibit some of their blooms in

the shows of the dahlia societies in their neigh-

borhoods.

FLOWERING BULBS
Tuberous Begonias
Hemerocallis
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Dahlias—Small flowered

Daffodils
Narcissus
Lilies
Tulips
Dutch Iris

Spring and Fall Catalogs on request

WILSHIRE GARDENS
Box 120A Hoquiam, Washington

and Plant Diseases

For multi-purpose
spraying against
many different in-

sects and diseases,

use the "ORTHO”
Garden Spray Set
consisting of EX-
TRAX Insect Spray,

GREENOL Liquid
Fungicide,VOLCK Oil Spray.
Easy to mix. Easy to apply.

Or Dost with °Botano°
If you prefer to dust, use
BOTANO Garden Dust for

multi-purpose use against a
great variety of insect pests
and diseases on flowers and
vegetables. Easy to use. Con-
tains Rotenone. Comes in
handy duster package.

Snails, Slugs, Cutworms
Destroy these pests or
they will destroy your
garden. Use "BUG-
GETA PELLETS,”
the improved multi-

purpose bait. Quicker,

cleaner,handier, more
economical. Last long-

er and do a better job.

"ORTHO" Simplified

Pest Control
A few proven multi-purpose products

for all-season, all-garden protection
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Care of the Small Greenhouse
Carol G. Wieting*

S
OME of the worst of the worries of the

small greenhouse owner should soon be

solved. Before long the week-end greenhouse

gardener, if he must, will be able to confine

his greenhouse pleasures to the week-end and

live free of care the balance of the week. There

is a rumor going about that equipment will

soon be available to automatically take care of

ventilating while the owner is away from

home.

For too many years greenhouse owners have

had to worry all through the day and night

about how their plants were faring. Ventilat-

ing and heat control have always been a major

part of the care of commercial greenhouse men
and more so for the amateur. Especially on

these variable spring days is control of ven-

tilating important. Often there will be clouds

shifting about, sometimes giving the sun a

chance to come through and the rest of the

time shutting off the sunlight and sun heat

completely. Larger commercial greenhouses

solve the problem by having someone of the

staff responsible for adjusting the ventilators

several times a day as often as it is necessary.

When the sun comes out, temperature in the

greenhouse rises rapidly and the ventilators

have to be opened.

When a cloud passes in front of the sun,

temperature falls and down must come the

ventilators. It isn’t difficult to see that this

would soon become a major chore. Some days

one would have to stand with one’s head out

the window to see from where the next breeze

would come, with one hand on the ventilator

control and the other hand on the heat valve

—

just like the train engineer with his one hand

on the throttle and the other on the brake.

Now the worst condition possible would be

for one to leave home in the morning of a

cloudy day, confident that it would be safe to

leave the ventilators closed, and then have the

sun come out. One would spend much time

•Mr. Carol G. Wieting, nursery foreman at the
Arboretum, is well known throughout the North-
west for his subtle approach to important garden-
ing subjects. The rapid increase in numbers of
small greenhouses will make his comments on
their care the more timely.

worrying and telephoning the good woman to

give instructions about opening the vents. If

the good woman happened to be away shop-

ping or to a garden club, considerable harm

could come to plants in the greenhouse. Plants

which have been growing at a temperature of

50 degrees can suffer if the temperature rises

rapidly to 80 or 85 degrees.

Of course, this is not a new problem and it

has been solved by small greenhouse growers

in several ways. One, of course, is to see that

the good woman stays home and takes care

of things. One of the best solutions is that

of a local orchid fancier. While this person’s

problem has been almost entirely orchids, the

solution could be applied to any small green-

house. This orchid fancier’s greenhouse is

almost a robot greenhouse. Ventilating, heat-

ing, air circulation and humidifying are all

done automatically. The only thing left to

be done by hand is the watering of the plants

and the shading, because orchids are particu-

lar about shade and, of course, the flowers

have to be picked by hand.

All this automatic control is brought about

by a series of thermostats in combination with

small motors. The thermostat motor combina-

tion is identical with the equipment that is

used as a damper control on some residence

heating units. In the residence the thermostat

controls the current of electricity which oper-

ates a small motor. This motor operates a

lever that pulls a chain which controls the

damper on the furnace. This equipment is

applied to the greenhouse by installing the

thermostat in the greenhouse in a central place

and the motor a few feet below the ventilators.

The orchid fancier who devised the scheme

has his ventilators counter-balanced with

weights so that only a little energy is needed

to open them. The chain from the lever on the

motor is attached to the lever on the ven-
i

,

tilators. The thermostat is adjustable to oper-

ate the motor at any temperature. If the ther-

mostat is set at 70 degrees and the temper-

ature in the greenhouse rises above that point,

the motor automatically raises the ventilators
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and closes them when the temperature falls.

If the temperature continues to rise after the

ventilators are open, another thermostat oper-

ates a fan in the wall of the greenhouse which

draws in cool air nearer the floor. Still an-

other thermostat operates an overhead humid-

ifier. Here the chain from the motor operates

a quick control valve which allows warm water

to be discharged through atomizers along the

roof of the greenhouse. When the temperature

falls, the water is turned off automatically. As
soon as reliable humidistats are available, the

owner of this robot greenhouse plans to install

one to replace the thermostat that now oper-

ates the humidifier.

Although this particular greenhouse did not

have any method for watering the plants auto-

matically, it would be entirely possible to do
so. This could be done in much the same
manner as plants are watered in greenhouses

that use the gravel culture or soilless culture

method of growing. Under this system the

benches are made solid and watertight so they

can be flooded with liquid nutrients. When
the liquid has covered the roots of the plants

growing in the bench, it is drained away into

a storage tank. Frequently this is all con-

trolled by a time clock arrangement and works

automatically. If it were necessary to be away
from a greenhouse for prolonged periods with-

out anyone looking after the plants, it might

be possible to devise a similar method for

watering pot plants. The pots could be plunged

in gravel in a watertight bench, and the bench

flooded and drained periodically with a time

clock arrangement.

By becoming interested in an orchid enthu-

siast’s greenhouse, one cannot help but be-

come interested in orchid plants. Of course,

the problem of the small greenhouse owner is

to find all kinds of plants which will grow

together happily in one small greenhouse and

still give the owner much pleasure. Of course,

some kinds of orchids grow to perfection in

large commercial greenhouses where each type

of orchid can be given a separate house and

all its whims given consideration. This same
orchid fancier who solved the mechanical

greenhouse suggests that some types of orchids

could be grown in the small greenhouse. These

orchids will stand a variety of conditions. For

the warmer house with a minimum night tem-

perature of 60 degrees, the Cattleya and Lae-

lia types could be grown; for the cooler house

with a minimum of 50 degrees at night, the

Odontoglossum types would do especially well

if they had plenty of shade. These kinds could

be grown in a small greenhouse with ease,

along with many other kinds of plants, and

still give some flowers in the middle of winter

and in early spring, which is just the time of

year when flowers are needed.

Orchids, of course (these kinds that have

been mentioned), have to stay in the green-

house all the time. But there are many other

kinds of plants which need only a limited

period in the greenhouse to be brought to per-

fection. These plants can be kept out of doors

in a cold frame or other protected place during

most of the year, brought into the greenhouse

a month or so before they are ready to flower,

and placed out of doors again after they are

through blossoming. In this way, the green-

house can have something in it of interest

constantly. If one is especially attracted to

orchids there are some hardy kinds available.

While these may not be quite as brilliant as

some of the tropical types, they add much of

interest. Some of the best of these are the

Cypripediums. There are a number of Cypri-

pedium hybrids which are tender and are

grown the year round in greenhouses as cut

flowers for corsages. However, the hardy spe-

cies, those kinds that are sometimes grown out

of doors in gardens in this area, also make

good greenhouse subjects. In fact, their cul-

ture is somewhat simpler in the greenhouse

than it is out of doors. It is usually easier

to provide better soil in the greenhouse and

the worst pest of the Cypripedium out of

doors, the garden slug, is more readily com-

bated in the greenhouse. Cypripedium specta-

bile is one of the best. Bletilla hyacinthina is

another orchid of easy culture. These kinds

can be potted and plunged out of doors in the

cold frame until April and then brought in-

doors for flowering.

Other plants which can be flowered perfect-

ly in the small greenhouse should certainly be

some of the rhododendrons. These can be dug
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from the garden and potted, or purchased from

a nursery and potted in a peaty soil. Plants

with flower buds should be selected. Rhodo-

dendron mucronulatum frequently flowers out

of doors in February and March. However, if

the season is late, some plants can be brought

into the greenhouse. Here the flowers look

especially fine in a cool greenhouse where the

lavender pink color holds up well. Outside,

the flowers are sometimes spoiled by wind,

rain and frost, so it is really in the greenhouse

that the plants are seen at their best. Another

pair for flowering in March would be Rhodo-

dendron moupinense and R. leucaspis. The

flowers of these two, rather of a creamy white

and of light texture, are easily spoiled by

early spring wind and rain. In the greenhouse

these, too, look their best.

Other easy things for forcing into flower in

late March and April would be Rhododen-

dron deleiensc, R. racemosum, R. pemakoense,

R. cantabile and R. flavidum. These are all

small-leaved types which flower when they are

quite young. There are many other kinds of

rhododendrons which can be used for early

spring color as well as many azaleas, especially

the evergreen types such as Hinomayo, Hino-

digiri and Hexe.

It should be remembered that rhododen-

drons and azaleas have a compact root sys-

tem. If they are potted for greenhouse forc-

ing, a pot only slightly larger than the root-

ball of the plant is necessary. There will be

no damage to the plant, even if the roots are

crowded. In most cases the plant will stay

in the pot only a short time before and while

it is in flower. As the plant does very little

growing in this period, not a great deal of

extra soil is needed about the roots. Most rho-

dodendrons and azaleas don’t grow until after

they have finished flowering. Those plants

from the greenhouse which are through flower-

ing can be planted in a bed outside or repotted

in a larger pot for the summer season’s growth.

Other plants which can be handled much like

the rhododendrons are the heathers. The hardy

spring flowering Erica carnea varieties can be

lifted from the garden, potted, and held in the

greenhouse while flowering. Other heathers of

a more tender nature like Erica persoluta,

Erica regerminans and Erica hyemalis, are

also very good. Erica persoluta is small, white

and fragrant. As a pot plant, it will grow

perhaps two feet high and a foot broad. It

will start to flower well about the first of

March. Erica regerminans has light lavender

or rose lavender flowers on a loose plant to

three feet or more as a pot plant. The last

of these flowers will be opening in early

March. Erica hyemalis is unlike most of the

heathers we know from our gardens. On see-

ing it the first time, it is difficult to realize

it as a heather. The individual flowers are a

full inch long, about the size of a small fire-

cracker and rose pink in color. The flowering

spike is frequently eighteen inches long. The

first flowers open at the base while the rest

of the spike is in bud. Erica hyemalis will also

be in good flowering condition by the first

part of March. Depending upon the weather

and how cool and airy one can keep the green-

house, any of these heathers will last a month

or more. Usually, the cooler the greenhouse

the longer will the plants stay in flower.

While the largest part of the greenhouse is

to provide plants in flower during the months

when we have inclement weather outside, in

the spring some space and time is well spent

in the production of plants for flowering out

of doors in the summer as well as some other

hardier things that can be started from seed.

Even some of those rhododendrons which we
want to have in flower in the greenhouse in

the winter and early spring are easily raised

from seed.

Many rhododendron growers like to start

their plants as early in the year as December

or January. However, it is quite possible to

raise them with success by starting in March.

A big problem will be found in obtaining seed.

Rhododendron seed is quite fine and loses its

viability in a short time. Hence, fresh seed is

a good foundation for success. A good place

to try for fresh seed is in your own garden;

some pods are sure to be still hanging on the

plants. A good soil for seeding would be com-

posed of one-third sand, one-third compost or

leaf mold and one-third peat moss. This should

be leveled and firmed in a well-drained flat

or seed pan and covered with an eighth inch
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of dry sphagnum moss which has been rubbed

through a sixteen-mesh screen (the same size

as a window screen). The rhododendron seeds

are then sown directly on this layer of moss.

If the seeds are fresh, they should be sown

thinly and watered in with a fine spray. No
other covering is used on top of the seeds. The

seed flat should be covered with a pane of glass

to keep the seed from drying and the glass

covered with a piece of newspaper to keep the

direct light from heating the area between the

glass and the soil surface. As soon as the seeds

show signs of germinating, the glass should be

removed gradually—allowing a bit more air

each day—until it is taken off entirely. Rho-

dodendrons should be transplanted to other

flats when they are quite small.

Many other plants can be seeded and treat-

ed in the same manner as rhododendrons. Per-

haps the most popular things will be various

kinds of annuals. Annuals of many sorts can

be seeded in the greenhouse throughout the

month of March and even early in April. Most

of the quick-maturing types such as marigolds,

asters, zinnias, salpiglossis, etc., can be sown

at that time. Those annuals which take longer

to mature, such as snapdragon, petunia, lobe-

lia and begonia are usually seeded earlier in

the year, usually in January. The principal

difference between seeding rhododendrons and

seeding annuals is that the seeds of most an-

nuals are larger and will need to be covered

more deeply. Seeds of annuals can be placed

directly on the soil of the seed flat and cov-

ered either with a layer of finely screened

sphagnum moss or pure sand or a mixture of

one-third finely screened peat moss and two-

thirds sand. Annuals develop rapidly in the

seed flat and should be transplanted as soon

as their true leaves start to show. When re-

established after transplanting, the young

plants should have plenty of light and air, and

water only as they need it.

Watering in the small greenhouse calls for

much thought. No plant should be watered

unless it is really in need. In the small green-

house, one soon learns the moisture require-

ments of the many different kinds of plants;

some want more, others less. In late spring

there are many warm, sunny days when plants

in the greenhouse dry out quickly. When one

has to be away from the plants for some time

and is unable to care for the watering, there is

a way to reduce the amount of watering, even

without some automatic device. If the benches

are filled with moist peat moss, pot plants can

be plunged their entire depth and some of the

peat even put on top of the pot. Flats of plants

can be mulched with a half inch or so of peat

moss or fine leaf mold. This frequently will

reduce the amount of watering by one-third

and certainly will relieve one of much worry

on warm days. Pots and flats dry out much

less rapidly with this treatment and it cer-

tainly is a commendable practice until we can

all have automatic watering in our green-

houses.

i i i

Home gardeners overlook many opportun-

ities of propagating their own shrubs by layer-

ing. This is a good time of year to do it with

your favorite ornamentals.

i i i

From all appearances the present season is

about two weeks advanced over early 1945.

SEEPS
Fertilizers Insecticides

WASHINGTON SEED CO.

89 Pike Street MAin 0652

Lem's Nursery
Latest Named Rhododendron Hybrids

and a Fine Collection of

Rhododendron Crosses.

AZALEAS IN CHOICE
VARIETIES

An Excellent Collection of Magnolias

192nd and Aurora, Seattle

Phone Richmond Beach 1068
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Growing Lilies in the Pacific Northwest
E. P. Breakey*

EVERY man’s vocabulary contains the

word “lily”. In common usage, it is en-

tirely too inclusive, often being applied to the

wrong plants as well as to very remotely re-

lated ones. Thus we have water lilies, day

lilies, plantain lilies, lilies-of-the-valley and

many others. The subject of this article in-

cludes none of these, but is limited to the

species and their derivatives of the botanical

genus Lilium.

The genus already has an extensive litera-

ture. Unfortunately, most of it is not readily

accessible to the average grower. True, it

can be consulted in the great libraries, and for-

tunately some good books are within the reach

of all. Some of the most valuable literature of

the genus is scattered through trade and pro-

fessional journals and periodicals on garden-

ing. Back numbers of many of these can

usually be consulted in the local libraries, and

the current issues occasionally carry up-to-

date material. The catalogues of seed houses,

bulb firms, and nurserymen are also often val-

uable sources of information on lilies and their

culture. The suggestions made in the present

article are based on information drawn from

such sources, plus a lifetime interest in the

group and many years’ experience in growing

lilies as a hobby and avocation.

Most lilies do best in a climate having a

uniformly low temperature and a relatively

high humidity. These two conditions, plus a

well drained, friable loam soil, are the prime

factors contributing to the greatest number of

successes. The region around Puget Sound

meets these conditions very well. A maritime

climate has definite advantages in both equa-

bility of temperature and humidity. The ad-

vantages are not limited to the growing of the

lilies alone, but the effects on the bulbs are

especially noticeable during the time they

must be out of the ground for the purposes

•Dr. E. P. Breakey, entomologist at the Western
Washington Agricultural Experiment Station, has
for many years taken a keen interest in the de-
velopment of the lily bulb-growing industry in
the Pacific Northwest. He is the author of several
pamphlets and bulletins on this subject. It is a
pleasure to record his latest comments on it.

of transplanting or propagation. Any region in

which the bulbs do not wilt and wither readily

when out of the soil is especially favored, for

it is during this time when the bulbs deterio-

rate most rapidly.

Success with lilies is probably one of the

proudest achievements that the gardener

knows. The satisfaction derived from bringing

one of these noble flowers to fruition is akin

to that experienced by the artist who has pro-

duced a work worthy of wide acclaim, or the

hunter who has been successful in the chase.

He, too, has matched his wits against the un-

known and the uncertain. Such satisfaction is

compensation in itself. Yet there is more to

it than that. He is richer for having had the

experience. Some one once said that “Life

consists not in birthdays, but in the enjoyment

of our intelligence, and this has no more salu-

tary exercise than in the study of plants.”

The lily invites the exercise of our intelli-

gence. This statement has added meaning

when we are mindful that our subjects have

been gathered together from the ends of the

earth. This one came to us from Europe, that

one from the shores of the Mediterranean, an-

other from the Caucasus, a fourth from the

Himalayas, a fifth from Burma, a sixth from

Siberia, many from eastern Asia, and others

from North America. By thought and flower,

many roads are open and the garden can en-

compass them all. Each is a challenge in

itself, for unless it is happily situated in our

garden, it will waste away and die. Failure

is nearly always due to a lack of understand-

ing of the nature and requirements of the

various species. As a matter of fact, few gar-

dens are so poor and hungry of soil or so

moist and shady, but that several kinds of

lilies will find conditions to their liking.

The beginner with lilies is confronted with

an unusual combination of circumstances.

His lack of knowledge of lilies, together with

his disinclination to do more than purchase

and plant the bulbs in an attractive setting,

hampers his progress with the group. If he
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is unfortunate in his selection of subjects and

planting stock, the lilies soon die out and their

owner is sadder but none the wiser, unless his

curiosity is aroused and he seeks to learn the

causes of his failure. If he lives in the Pacific

Northwest, he has the assurance and satisfac-

tion of knowing that few regions are so well

adapted to the growing of so many different

lilies. He also has the assurance that we are

no longer dependent on imported bulbs of

uncertain health, but disease-free bulbs are

now available from domestic stocks that have

been built up in recent years.

The Mosaic Situation

Lily growing is apparently in a transitional

stage. To be specific, we now know that many
of the cultural difficulties previously experi-

enced and recorded in the older literature were

due to a failure to understand the diseases of

lilies, particularly mosaic. As a result, we are

finding that many lilies are of much easier

culture than was previously supposed. Most

failures with lilies have been attributed to

such causes as unsuitable soils, thereby often

obscuring other factors of far greater impor-

tance. In the past, when we were dependent

on imported bulbs for planting stock, mosaic

and basal rot were responsible for far more

failures than unsuitable soils. A better under-

standing of these diseases, together with the

production of disease-free domestic stocks, en-

ables us to anticipate far greater successes in

the raising of lilies. Another advantage en-

joyed by the Pacific Northwest gardener is the

fact that the melon or cotton aphid, which

is known to be one of the vectors of the mosaic

virus, apparently occurs only infrequently in

the region, being a pest primarily of the south.

The Garden Site

Good air circulation is an important con-

sideration when choosing a site for the plant-

ing of lilies. Adequate circulation of the air

among the plants will prevent frost pockets

from developing in the spring and will help

in preventing the disease known as “fire”

which is caused by the Botrytis fungus. If the

site is surrounded by buildings and shrub-

bery, air circulation may be poor, and mois-

ture may remain long on the foliage, thus

favoring the growth of the fungus. Spraying

with Bordeaux mixture is advisable and often

a necessity, but it will not entirely compensate

for a lack of good air circulation.

Soils for Lilies

Generally speaking, a good garden soil in

which corn or potatoes will flourish, will grow

most of our dependable and popular lilies. In

other words, a deep, well-drained soil, rich in

organic matter and neutral or slightly acid,

seems to suit the needs of many lilies. Light,

sandy soils are less desirable than the medium
loams, as they are subject to drought and often

lack fertility. Heavy soils with poor drainage

are to be avoided. The need for good drainage

cannot be over-emphasized. Let us remember,

however, that all lilies use a continuous supply

of moisture during the growing season. Re-

member, too, that the growing season for most

lilies, in contrast to that for tulips and daffo-

dils, is continuous throughout the summer and

into the fall.

To Shade or Not to Shade

Some lilies are benefited from being grown

in partial shade. The colors of L. Hansonii,

L. Henryi, and many of their hybrids bleach

in the full sun. The Martagons also do well

in partial shade. Most lilies prefer to have

their heads in the sun, although many will

thrive in light or shifting shade, provided they

are otherwise happily situated. It might be

noted in passing, that the use of shade in

the Pacific Northwest, particularly west of the

Cascades, is not so important a consideration

as it appears to be in other sections of the

country. Lilies will thrive in the open sun

in the Puget Sound country, when such ex-

posure would be their undoing were they

similarly situated in other sections.

Backgrounds for Lilies

If lilies are to display their charms to the

best advantage, they should have a back-

ground of greenery. Care must be taken to

protect the lily against root competition from

the shrubs and trees making up its back-

ground. The same care must be taken when

planting lilies among other plants. Delightful

effects may be produced by planting the bulbs

among slender growing plants, both shrubs

and herbs, that will provide shelter for the

stems and a becoming setting and foil for the
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blossoms. In doing this, we are creating situa-

tions similar to those found in nature where

all lilies have their foil of herbs and scrub.

Lilies for the Beginner

It is advisable for the amateur or beginner

to confine his efforts to growing the easier

or more dependable species. This suggestion

is made with the knowledge that successes are

far more encouraging than failures. As a

gardener gains in knowledge and experience,

he will become more venturesome and will

want to attempt the growing of some of the

rarer and more difficult subjects. In putting

forward the following selection of lilies, the

writer is aware of the fact that probably no

two persons would include the same species

in such a list. Considerable thought has been

given to the selection of these lilies. An at-

tempt has been made to provide a succession

of blossoms throughout the season. Not all

are fool-proof, but all are within easy reach

of the intelligent gardener.

L. tenuifolium, Coral or Siberian Lily. June

flowering; 12-24 inches in height; flowers

waxy scarlet, reflexed, nodding; stem-rooting.

L. davuricum (umbellatum)

,

Candlestick

Lily, also known locally as Red Russian Lily.

June flowering; 18-30 inches in height; flow-

ers brick red, upright cupped; stem-rooting.

L. candidum, Madonna Lily. Early July;

4-6 feet in height; flowers pure white trum-

pets, fragrant; base-rooting.

L. pardalinum giganteum, Sunset Lily.

Early July; 5-7 feet in height; flowers, yellow

center, deep red, spotted deep purple, re-

flexed, nodding; stem-rooting.

L. regale
,
Regale Lily. July flowering; 3-5

feet in height; flowers white trumpets, fra-

grant; stem-rooting.

L. x Shuksan, one of Dr. David Griffiths

hybrids. July flowering; 4-6 feet in height;

flowers yellow, dotted black, reflexed, nod-

ding; stem-rooting.

L. longiflorum, The Estate Lily. Late July;

2-5 feet in height; flowers white trumpets,

fragrant
;
stem-rooting.

L. Willmottiae, Miss Willmott’s Lily. Late

July; 3-5 feet in height; flowers orange red,

dotted black, reflexed, nodding; stem-rooting.

L. centifolium hybrids. July-August flower-

ing; 3-5 feet in height; flowers immense white

trumpets
;
stem-rooting.

L. tigrinum splendens. Tiger Lily. August

flowering; 4-6 feet in height; flowers deep

salmon red, spotted black, reflexed, and nod-

ding; stem-rooting.

L. speciosum rubrum. Rubrum Lily. August-

September flowering; 3-5 feet in height;

flowers rich carmine on white background,

spotted crimson, reflexed, nodding, fragrant;

stem-rooting.

L. Henryi. Henry’s Lily or Orange Speci-

osum. August-September flowering; 5-7 feet

in height; flowers orange-yellow, spotted

brown, reflexed; stem-rooting.

Plant Good Stock

After the gardener has decided on the lilies

he intends to grow, where he intends to plant

them, and the number of each he expects to

plant, his next concern is a reliable source

from whence to obtain the bulbs. He should

assure himself that the bulbs are disease free,

true to name, and that they will be handled

intelligently while out of the ground. Rough

handling seriously affects the future perform-

ance of the bulbs. Moreover, the bulbs should

not be permitted to wither from excessive dry-

ing or dessication. Also, plump, viable roots

are an additional asset. Many disappoint-

ments can be avoided by attending to such de-

tails. One of the best ways of obtaining these

assurances is to purchase domestically grown

bulbs from reliable sources. It is true that

such bulbs will command a higher price, but

the investment is a good one. If it should

be necessary to store the bulbs for a few days

following their purchase, cover them liberally

with moistened (not wet) granulated peat

moss, and if possible, store them at a tempera-

ture of 45 to 50 degrees Fahrenheit.

When to Plant and Transplant Lilies

Lilies come as near to being dormant when

the seed pods would normally ripen as at any

time during the year. Most lilies reach this

stage early in the fall, and experience teaches

us that this is the most favorable time for

moving the bulbs. The bulbs should have time

to make root growth and become established

before the ground freezes. It is natural for
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the Madonna Lily, in particular, to make con-

siderable growth in the fall, producing a

rosette of large green leaves without any stem.

It is best to move this lily in late summer.

Some lilies can be planted in the early spring

with fair success. L. regale, L. davuricum

(umbellatum)
,

L. Hansonii, L. Henryi, L.

speciosum, L. longiflorum and L. tigrinum are

such species. It is assumed, of course, that

the bulbs are sound and have received proper

storage.

How Often Should Lilies Be Transplanted?

It has been the writer’s experience that

many lilies benefit from being transplanted

periodically. In fact, it is really necessary

to transplant lilies after they have been in

one place for a few years, as the bulbs are

liable to become overcrowded and the feeding

roots have probably exhausted the food avail-

able in the soil within their reach. When the

Madonna Lily begins to show signs of deterio-

ration, the bulbs should be lifted, separated,

cleaned, and replanted in a new location. Such

an overhauling should take place about every

third year. The same program, if followed

intelligently, will benefit most species with

which the writer is familiar.

Preparation of the Soil

Land in which lilies are to be grown should

be thoroughly and deeply tilled before they

are planted. Unless the soil is naturally fri-

able and rich in organic matter, humus in

the form of well-rotted manure should be in-

corporated in the soil. This means thoroughly

mixing the humus with the soil. Whenever

possible, the manure should be worked into

the soil considerably in advance of the time

for planting the bulbs. Such precautions are

necessary to prevent injury to the bulbs. The

judicious use of peat moss is often beneficial.

Some writers advise against its use. However,

in some instances it is definitely known to be

beneficial. For example, the American lilies

and some of the Asiatic species such as L.

Hansonii, L. speciosum, and L. Brownii Col-

chesteri are subject to chlorosis when grown

in certain soils. If liberal amounts of peat

moss are incorporated in these soils, however,

the lilies retain their normal green color

throughout the growing season. From the in-

formation available, these soils appear to be

calcareous in origin and quite alkaline in re-

action.

Depth to Plant Lilies

The depth at which lily bulbs are planted

is determined by such factors as species, size

of bulb, and type of soil. Lilies can be divided

into two distinct classes on the basis of their

rooting habits. Some lilies produce roots from

the bases of the bulb only. The Madonna
Lily is such a species. Others produce basal

roots and feeding roots from the stem above

the bulb. The Regale Lily is a stem-rooting

species. As a rule, stem-rooting lilies are

planted somewhat deeper than those with

basal roots only. A good rule to follow, with

certain exceptions, is to determine the depth

of planting by the size of the bulb. One
method of doing this is to plant the bulb at

a depth of twice its height. Another method

is to plant 3-inch bulbs, 3 inches deep; 4-inch

bulbs, 4-inches deep, etc. Lily bulbs are

graded and sold on the basis of the number

of inches in the circumferences of the bulbs.

For example, a 3-inch bulb (size 3) is 3

inches in circumference, and a 5-inch bulb

(size 5) is 5 inches in circumference. It is

suggested, however, that no bulb be covered

with more than 6 inches of soil regardless of

its size. Remember, we are discussing the

growing of lilies in the Pacific Northwest. The
writer is convinced that some failure can be

traced to no other cause than too deep plant-

ing. Planting lily bulbs 10 or 12 inches deep

appears to be a fallacy. Too much food is con-

sumed by the plant in reaching the surface of

the soil. Base rooting lilies should be planted

even shallower. The Madonna Lily in particu-

lar should never have more than two inches of

soil above the bulb.

Surrounding the bulb with sand is often

advocated. In the writer’s opinion, this, too, is

a fallacy. The use of sand in this manner

will not improve drainage, nor will it prevent

basal rot. The bulbs are not found surrounded

by sand in nature, nor does the practice offer

any advantages to the gardener. Concentrate

instead on adequate drainage for the entire

planting.

(Continued on Page Forty)
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The Arboretum Through the Spring of

1946

WITH the passage of each year the Ar-

boretum approaches more closely that

peak of maturity which will show it at its best.

We have frequently stated that not until 1944

did the Arboretum have any truly beautiful,

colorful displays of the flowering trees and

shrubs which had been propagated from seed

in the late 30’s (and earlier) or which had

been purchased in small sizes during the same

period. The spring seasons of 1944 and 1945

were beautiful, especially in Rhododendron

Glen and along Azalea Way.

In the Glen the rearranged groupings of Dr.

Tenny’s Asiatic rhododendrons were excep-

tional. As early as February 15 in 1944 and

March 7 in 1945, there was a show of color

which expanded and billowed and rolled over

the hillsides as each succeeding week brought

new species into bloom. The crest was reached

in May, after which there was a gradual re-

cession which extended into July.

Since the past growing season has been so

amenable, and in view of the lavish production

of puffed flower buds on most of the groups of

rhododendrons, we know that the spring of

1946 will be delightfully colorful, too, and

much more beautiful because of the improved

preparatory program that was made possible

during 1945 by virtue of an increased appro-

priation for labor. Thus, to the beauty of the

rhododendrons themselves, there has been

added a general face-lifting and hair-dressing

to the end that even the individual plants and

the groups will appear more lovely.

The appearance of the first rhododendron

flowers always causes a bit of excitement and

almost never fails to create some unusual sit-

uations. For example, there were the visitors

in early March of 1945 who, when they were

shown the pink, opening blooms on the mag-

nificent plants of Rhododendron sutchuenense,

expressed absolute and complete incredulity.

These flowers “are not rhododendrons”; they

“cannot be rhododendrons”; “we are being

bilked—hoodwinked”; “rhododendrons do not

bloom at this season.”
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Only after much discussion could they be

persuaded that the plants at which they were

looking were rhododendrons!

There will be other such incidents, perhaps

none quite so difficult to resolve, but they will

occur. For the gardening public has many
such surprises in store for it as the many de-

lightfully new types of plants approach ma-

turity in the Arboretum and as it (the public

in general) begins to make more use of our

tract. Numbers of them have pleasant, new,

experiences awaiting them, even among the

plants of the single genus Rhododendron. For

%rery soon after R. sutchuenense blooms, there

appear the masses of soft, lemon-yellow

flowers of R. lutescens, flowers which will be

long remembered if they are seen in such a

place as the Glen, with the early spring sun

shining upon the plants as they stand below

the massive magnificence of low-branched

cedars.

Beginning in late March or early April of

this spring our visitors will be able to see many
other interesting and beautiful rhododendrons.

Shortly after R. lutescens blooms, the shaded

slopes in the upper end of the Glen come alive

with the beautiful, low mounds of pinkish

flowers on R. pemakoense. Immediately across

the path, where sunlight strikes through more

frequently, grow the neat, open plants of the

white-shield rhododendron, R. leucaspis. The

broad, pure white flowers are made the more

attractive by virtue of the prominent, choco-

late brown anthers which are held above the

centers. Lower down along the watercourse,

intimately flanking an old stump in interest-

ing fashion, stands a pleasing specimen of an-

other yellow colored species, R. jlavidum.

At the same season, other attractive group-

ings are to be seen along the pathway at the

top of the slope above the stream. Three

species from the Scabrifolium series, R. scabri-

jolium, R. hemitrichotum (the brick-bud rho-

dodendron) and R. mollicomum, hairy-leaf

rhododendron, make up a particularly showy

mass around an old log. Farther along the

pathway, R. Fargesii, Pere Farges rhododen-

dron, stands forth with its lusty profusion of

pink, openly bell-shaped blooms. One cannot

but wonder how it can produce flowers in such

abundance and still remain alive to do like-

wise the next year. But it does.

Rhododendron rubiginosum, the rusty rho-

dodendron, of which there are many large,

healthy specimens, covers the longer slope

below R. Fargesii. Whether or not you regard

all the individual plants of this species as

worth while and desirable, you cannot but

agree that they are quite effective in the aggre-

gate and that a considerable number of the

individual specimens bear flowers of a strong

pink color—strong enough to be most at-

tractive.

Later in April comes the main show from

R. Augustinii, the Augustine rhododendron,

among the plants of which are some of the

best blue-flowered specimens in the Northwest.

Following this species come a number of grand

sorts in the Fortunei series and these, along

with the named hybrids, provide the main

show during May and June.

Azalea Way will also be quite colorful this

spring. The month of April will bring the

flowering cherries, to be followed shortly by

the azaleas themselves. And among the aza-

leas there are some of outstanding worth.

Probably the showiest azalea groups will

be those of R. x altaclarense, a Ghent type

with orange-yellow flowers, and a group of R.

Kaempjeri hybrids which stand below the

shelterhouse near the mouth of the Glen.

There are other species and named sorts which

are especially worthy, too. For example,

though the majority of our plants of R. nudi-

jlorum, the pinxterbloom, are rather ordinary,

there are several of them which exhibit excep-

tionally fine qualities of flower size, flower

color and floriferousness. Then there are the

hybrids which are traceable to R. occidentals,

the Oregon azalea. The varieties “exquisita”

and “delicatissima” will be in full bloom be-

tween mid-May and the first of June. They

are beautiful where they stand before and

among the large specimens of Oregon azalea

which decorate a low knob near the north end

of Azalea Way.

Other varieties which are worthy of special

comment are the two Kaempjeri x Sanderi

hybrids which we carry under the names
(Continued on Page Forty-Two)
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Buttercups of the Pacific Northwest
Frances G. Hamblen*

THE lucky thing, in the first place, is that

you actively like plants and gardens,

and in the next place comes the fortunate dis-

covery that your love of flowers and gardens

does not depend upon their size. The humblest

citizen can enjoy the beauty and promise of

our great Arboretum and come away with

increased interest and inspiration in the least

of flowers, cultivated or wild. After a tour of

the Arboretum in spring, drive away in almost

any direction and likely your eye will be

caught by a bit of cheerful yellow; yes, but-

tercups! They are so simple, so familiar that

we are likely to take them for granted. What
finer tribute than to be called “the little

children’s dower.”

Named from the buttercup genus, Ranuncu-

lus (little frog), the family Ranunculaceae in-

cludes many of our essential garden flowers

—

columbine, anemone, clematis, delphinium,

peony, etc. However, these flowers resemble

their progenitor, buttercup, about as much as

a ballet costume does a pinafore. The butter-

cup is considered by botanists as the begin-

ning, the primitive flower from which all other

flowers have evolved. The flower parts are

simple, separate, regular. With slight varia-

tion buttercups are of the primitive color,

yellow. The normal setup is five petals and

five sepals, though the petals occasionally in-

crease. Stamens are numerous. The center of

the buttercup is a tight little head of seeds

called achenes that express in their structure

important differences among the species, some

achenes being smooth, some with prickly or

hooked hairs, some with “beaks” long or short,

straight or curved. Leaves may be simple and

entire, or toothed or lobed
;
herbage smooth or

hairy. Each petal wears near its base a tiny

honey pit, a nectary that sometimes has a

fancy cover. Many of the species possess an

acrid juice. “Buttercup,” a happy descriptive

choice in everyday flower names, was possibly

•Mrs. Prances G. Hamblen is one of the state’s
best-known authors and lecturers on plant ma-
terials. Our readers will be fascinated by the in-
teresting way which she has written about the
humble buttercup. One cannot fail to be surprised
at the garden possibilities which exist within this
group.

suggested, says the Oxford dictionary, by the

old English wooden dish for holding butter.

Buttercups should be especially interesting

to us for Lyman Benson, authority on butter-

cups, says, “The Pacific Coast may be looked

upon as one of the principal centers in the

world distribution of Ranunculus.” For Wash-

ington, Oregon and California he lists thirty-

five species, but adds that “a number of these

include several varieties as well as a maze of

perplexing forms.” Leroy Abrams lists thirty-

eight species, plus a large number of varieties.

In my own amateur herbarium I think I have

thirty species, plus many perplexers, as noted

above.

The largest buttercup in the world grows in

New Zealand, of which E. H. Wilson writes,

“Indeed the princes and princesses and all

of the nobility of the whole buttercup family

flourish here. Monarch of all is Ranunculus

Lyalin, a tall, erect plant with branched,

flowering stems, often four feet tall, bearing as

many as thirty snow-white or rarely cream col-

ored flowers, each from two to three inches

across. It is so exceedingly common on the alps

of the South Island that in the summer months

the mountain slopes are white with the abun-

dance of its blossoms. It is known as the moun-

tain lily and ranks one of the world’s finest

alpine flowers. Scarcely less lovely is R. insig-

nis with golden yellow flowers, each from one

and a half to two and a half inches across, in

clusters on stems a yard tall.”

In Norway the flowering plant that grows

at the highest altitude is the buttercup, R.

glacialis, a white flower, called Reindeer flower

by the Lapps because it is the principal food

of the reindeer when they reach the highest

parts of Lapland. This species occurs also in

Northern Alaska and in China at 15,000 feet.

Buttercups, like many other plants, are thor-

ough internationalists. These facts make us

realize that though the buttercups may be a

simple folk, it is the simplicity of greatness.

However, no sets of figures, no glamorous

adjectives about the flowers in other lands

can mar the love for the flowers of home; no
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thrills of travel, no wonders of far-away blos-

somings can touch the heart as does, for in-

stance, the first buttercup on the “hills of

home.” Over most of the Pacific Northwest

from sea level to mountains, on the prairies,

from the semi-arid lands in the wet of early

spring to the dripping edge of alpine snow

banks, there go the buttercups hand in hand

with spring. They are colonizers, yellow-

dotting a slope, turning a meadow to gold,

snuggling together on mountain ledges.

In the species listed below the nomencla-

ture of Leroy Adams’ “Flora of the Pacific

States” is followed as embodying the latest

decisions.

Widely distributed, except on the coast, is

Ranunculus glaberrimus, Early buttercup. It

should not be called “sage brush” or “desert”

buttercup, as in some botanical works, for it

is never a desert flower and appears in the

semi-arid land only as an opportunist. It is

at its best, and a gloriously abundant best it is,

over the slopes and valleys of the foothills.

It has the joy and freshness of first things.

Its fragrance is suggestive of moist spring

earth and is the only illusive thing about it.

Says Thoreau, “How many flowers have no

peculiar, only the simple vernal fragrance.”

At first the flowers open tight to the ground,

later the stems lengthen to add grace to the

bouquet. Early buttercup disappears above

ground by May first but the roots have stored

supplies and late summer or early fall rains

bring out a few leaves and snugly-packed buds

ready to bloom from November on, open

ground permitting. But the real show is in

March. Who does not take heart at the sight

of a multitude of these shining little gold cups

sturdily proclaiming that winter and dark

days are over. In the first of spring, at his

appointed time, the great star Arcturus blazes

in the northeast sky, and Early buttercup

and the song sparrow vie with each other as to

which shall first send back the message of

beauty. While buttercups do not figure largely

in cultivated gardens this Early buttercup has

been listed in the catalog of a western nur-

sery at 30 cents a plant, “choice and rare.”

So it should be if a gardener could arrange a

thorough summer dry-out. (Type collection

of R. glaberrimus is “mountains around Kettle

Falls, David Douglas.”)

Early buttercup, with two varieties, is

closely related to the several alpine forms of

Ranunculus. These last are as captivating as

is usual with alpines and an occasional name
suggests the romance of early discoveries in

our corner of the world. For instance, there is

the alpine, R. Eschscholtzii, the snow butter-

cup, first collected by the gallant young

Frenchman, Count Adelbert Chamisso, and

named for his associate naturalist, the surgeon,

Dr. Eschscholtz, when the two of them were

with the Russian scientific expedition on the

good ship Rurick in 1816. It is said that

Count Chamisso was a “French nobleman by

birth, Prussian soldier by education, botanist

by choice, poet by inspiration.” (The type

collection is “Unalaska, Chamisso.”) Under

R. Eschscholtzii are listed several alpine but-

tercups, once named as separate species, found

in Alaska and throughout the mountains of

the Northwest.

There is one so-called red buttercup, a

showy flower more likely pink than red. Petals

are often white, fading red, and red beneath,

and with dark sepals. Once called an anemone,

it is found eastward in Oregon and Idaho on

dry mountain sides.

At a somewhat lower altitude than the true

alpines but still in wet mountain meadows is

a closely related group conspicuous for their

entire leaves. R. alismaejolius, plantain-leaf

buttercup, is big brother of this group and is

widely distributed. He likes so much to stand

with his feet in water that he grows lush in

consequence, occasionally over two feet tall.

The invaluable Forest Service Range Plant

Book gives the aesthetic botanist an occasional

shock in talking about the “palatability” of

plants, though the information is valuable

and interesting on the range. Of plantain-leaf

buttercup it says, “In forage value it is no-

where in high esteem, however deer and pos-

sibly elk also crop this buttercup extensively,

probably because this species is one of the

earliest herbaceous plants available on the

range.” This species extends into varieties and

has related species of which R. flammula,

spearwort, is most delightful. It is dainty in
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size and has the habit of walking along lake

shores and stream borders by means of its

ability to root at the nodes of the running

stems.

And now for a buttercup that takes bodily

to the water and stays there, R. jlabellaris

(aquatilis, delphinifolius). A quiet, shallow

pond filled with these golden flowers is a sight.

The finely-divided, delicate and thread-like

leaves are submerged and the big, shining

flowers stand rather stiffly several inches above

the water on stout, pinkish stems. The petals,

often more than the standard five in number,

may be deeply lobed. A plant that was kept

for a while in a vase sprouted leaves which

were merely lobed.

While we are in the water, for we may have

to wade to our middles to gather this yellow

water buttercup, we must consider the white

water buttercups, the Batrachiums (more

frogs). These used to be listed under a sep-

arate genus. In the running mountain streams

or pools thereof they live and here is a chance

to balance on a log, hang to a wavering branch

while clutching for these dainty white flowers

with yellow centers. The thread-like leaves,

as with those of the yellow water buttercup,

wave freely and happily in the water but col-

lapse and tangle at once in the air and off

go the petals a moment later. The pleasure is

to see a company of these flowerets, only about

an inch above the water, lifting and falling

with the motion of the stream. There seems a

little uncertainty as yet on the species of

Batrachiums.

Aside from early buttercup, it is the species

of the lower fields that are familiar to most of

us. To get the worst over first, four weeds

should be cited. If we accept the definition

that “a weed is a plant that persists in growing

where it is not wanted,” the buttercups cannot

be classed as a weedy tribe. R. arvensis,

“hunger weed,” is woe to the farmers, a pest

in wheat fields. It is an annual with prickly

seeds that spread fast and far and about which

the farmers tell strange tales. An import from

Europe, it has recently arrived in the West.

A related annual is R. muricatus, an alien,

sparingly introduced on the coast. Another

undesirable alien is the annual R. sceleratus,

“cursed crowfoot,” “biting buttercup,” that

is poisonous to stock and whose acrid juice

will raise blisters and ulcers on the skin, thus

nefariously used by professional beggars. R.

repens, “creeping buttercup,” a fourth im-

ported weed, is a native of Eurasia, and is

pretty enough with its shining lobed leaves

and fair-sized flowers, but with its running,

rooting stems and matted growth it is most

unwelcome in a lawn. It is established fairly

well throughout the United States. Away up

Vancouver Island we saw much of it still

blooming in late August. At Tofino, on beau-

tiful Clayoquot Sound, there was a big colony

of it just back from the beach. Did these

buttercups come from Asia or Europe? Were
they there before Captain Vancouver sailed

these waters in 1796? Did they see the trag-

edy of Astor’s Tonquin, across the Sound? Or

perhaps they came at a later date as stowa-

ways in earthy ballast.

The common field buttercup of Europe, R.

acris (“tres commun,” says the French bot-

any), is well established in the United States,

especially in the East. Resembling it rather

closely is our own western field buttercup, R.

occidentalis, which is very abundant west of

the Cascades. This runs into a variety of

forms and likewise runs into numbers, making

many a field of gold. Tall, slender, it blooms

in mid-spring, often with the camas. In Vic-

toria, B. C., remember the wide foreground

of gold and blue along the Marine Drive with

sea beyond and mountains in the distance?

A picture never to be forgotten, a view that

will last. Southward through Washington and

Oregon, west of the Cascades, are gladdening

fields of this charming flower, in one variety

or another.

R. Macounii should be mentioned, a rather

more vigorous plant than the Western butter-

cup, and notable since it carries the name of

John Macoun, one of the greatest botanists of

the West, the Canadian Dominion naturalist

who was exploring and studying across the

country in the early 1870’s.

The joker among the buttercups is R. tes-

ticulatus, which looks more like a porcupine

than a flower and grows in our Grand Coulee

and in similar easy(!) spots.
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There are more buttercups, some pretty,

some merely interesting to the taxonomist

who may well grow old over this little one of

Nature’s many puzzles. A friend told me how

as a youngster he studied a little book on

plant life by the great Asa Gray, “How Plants

Grow.” According to his reading of the title

on the back of the book it said, “How Plants

Grow Gray,” and he often wondered about

plants growing gray. Now he says he under-

stands that it is the botanist who grows grayl
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Retaining Walls
Edwin W. Grohs, L.A.

RETAINING walls, as an honest and di-

rect solution of the problem of main-

taining an embankment, are welcome reliefs

from the prevailing practice of converting ev-

ery steep slope into a commonplace rockery.

The effects that can be secured with wall

building materials are limited only to the

ingenuity of the designer. These infinite ef-

fects, plus the clean, crisp lines of retaining

walls, can lift a building or a garden from

the boresome mediocrity of its neighbors. The

practical advantages of walls are: they con-

sume less valuable space and, conversely, pro-

duce more usable space; they provide for a

minimum of maintenance.

The technological study of retaining wall

design is very complex and quite beyond the

scope of this article. While such study is rec-

ommended, it is not altogether necessary for

the builder of small walls. Certain empirical

formulae and tables for gravity type walls are

available for the laymen to use as a guide in

determining the proportions of retaining walls

of various heights, materials and conditions.

It must be remembered that these tables are

devised for retaining walls. A retaining wall

can be defined as a wall constructed to resist

the pressure of filling or backing deposited

behind it after it is built. Note that this is

distinguished from a breast-wall which is a

similar structure built to prevent the fall of

undisturbed natural earth which has been ex-

cavated, leaving a vertical or inclined face.

The fundamental purpose of a breast-wall is

more to protect than to sustain the earth. A
trifling force skillfully applied to unbroken

ground will keep in its place a mass of ma-

terial which, if once allowed to move, would

crush a heavy wall. No rules or tables can be

devised for breast-walls except that they need

not be designed as strong as retaining walls if

they are executed with care.

Basically retaining walls may be classified

either as gravity type or cantilever type. Grav-

*Mr. Edwin W. Grohs is rapidly becoming-
known as one of the leading landscape architects
in the Puget Sound area. We are glad to be able
to carry his thoughts on the possible methods of
handling steep slopes, since this is such an im-
portant problem in our region of highly variable
topography.
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ity type are walls in which the weight of the

wall material creates a downward pressure

greater than the outward pressure exerted by

the filling in back of the wall. Under this cate-

gory are walls built of solid brick or stone

(laid dry or with mortar), solid mass concrete

walls or concrete block walls with their cells

filled with poured concrete.

Cantilever-type retaining walls are predi-

cated upon structural bracing principles. The

reinforced concrete wall is typical of this type;

others are solid log or plank walls and walls

of concrete or log cribbing. These types pro-

vide innumerable opportunities for out-of-the-

ordinary effects. However, their successful

construction involves technical considerations

beyond the comprehension of the average lay-

man and should be designed by someone pos-

sessing the necessary knowledge and experi-

ence.

Retaining walls fail for the following rea-

sons: unstable base which permits the wall

to settle out of line; insufficient depth per-

mitting the wall to slide on its base (a wall

may be sufficiently strong yet the pressure

may cause the whole wall to slide)
;

or the

thickness of the wall may be inadequate to

resist the outward pressure of the backfill ma-

terial causing the wall to bulge or to over-

turn; lastly, poor drainage in back of the

wall permits water to accumulate, thereby cre-

ating hydrostatic pressure which the wall can-

not resist.

To overcome these failures, make certain

the retaining wall rests on solid ground. The
depth of the base depends upon the height of

the wall but should be not less than 18 inches

for walls greater than four feet high. For

thickness of walls see the formulae and tables

previously noted; in the case of all walls, it

is always wise to err on the side of safety.

To insure against hydrostatic pressure provide

adequate drainage by incorporating a gravel

backfill immediately against the back side of

the wall and construct weep holes or a tile

line to dispose of the accumulated water.

The choice of the type of wall is dependent

upon many factors. The general effect which

is desired, availability of materials and crafts-

men, and the cost of the completed structure

probably are the most paramount considera-

tions.

The general desired effect may be predi-

cated upon matching the house construction

material so as to provide a happy integration

of house and grounds. Paradoxically, a con-

trasting wall material may be a more welcome

choice either to produce a decided emphasis

or as a means of tying in the surroundings im-

mediately adjacent to the wall. Where an

abundance of floral display is deemed most

important, a planted dry stone, or a crib wall

may be most appropriate.

Similar basic thinking governs the determi-

nation of the finished texture, pattern and

color of the wall material. Brick or stone can

be laid either crudely or with a highly finished,

sophisticated effect; the patterns can be in-

tricate or simple, definitely vertical or strongly

horizontal; wall materials can be stained,

painted, whitewashed or left an naturelle.

Basic rules cannot be formulated, but it

does seem reasonable to suggest rough textured

walls for rough, not-too-well-executed areas,

and conversely, finely textured walls in highly

developed areas. Where a house or area seems

too low, a strong vertical wall pattern will

raise it up; a house seemingly perched on a

precarious hill will be given a more substantial

base if a strong horizontal wall pattern is used.

The choice of a dark color can diminish a hor-

rible glare; a bright color can lift a dark,

gloomy facade or corner into a cheerful out-

look.

Truly, the many variations in the use of ma-

terials, textures, patterns and colors provide

unlimited opportunities for charming, stimu-

lating and characteristically different effects

limited only by the ingenuity of the designer.

To the would-be designer, it is suggested that

the realm of solid wood and log walls and of

the crib wall of log, rough-sawn timber or

precast concrete be thoroughly investigated.

Here, indeed, are real opportunities for the

unusual.

Bibliography

Trautwine’s Civil Engineer’s Pocket Book.
Kidder-Parker, Architects and Builders Hand-

book.
Portland Cement Association: Small Retain-

ing Walls, No. ST39; Concrete Crib Retaining
Walls, No. ST46.
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For GIFTS and FLOWERS
of Unmistakable Distinction

.wum
t FlOiDEHS GIFTS

1329 Fifth Avenue MAin 1100

HARDY LILIES
Healthy, vigorous, British Columbia-grown bulbs of

Finest Hardy Species and Varieties.

Auratums grown from seed.

Outstanding new hybrids including George C. Creelman, Grace Marshall,
Peter Puget and our own magnificent hybrids of

Creelman X Centifolium

Descriptive Price List Free on Request

BEATRICE L. PALMER
COBBLE HILL VANCOUVER ISLAND BRITISH COLUMBIA

We Are Featuring ...

the finest collection of nursery stock in

the Pacific Northwest

Write for our beautiful, illustrated Catalog

Bonnell Nurseries
Established 1897

Phone: RAinier 3500 or Renton 5432 Rt. 4, Box 90, Renton, Wash.
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ARBORETUM
Gentiana sino-ornata

THOSE who have struggled with this gor-

geous gentian and have never been able

to eliminate the unsightly brown patches

throughout the bed may be interested in my
experience. I have grown it for years but

invariably with very disappointing results.

The 1944 crop was the worst of the lot, and in

sheer desperation I decided to try something

revolutionary. Spraying did no good for the

trouble was clearly traceable to some insect

eating the roots. In the middle fall after the

blooming period, all plants were pulled up.

Every fragment, roots and all—that is, what

roots the bugs had left—was washed in water

and replanted in a soil consisting largely of

alder leaf mold and chopped fern roots, with

just enough loam to give it good body. As

each little fragment was planted it was pud-

dled in nursery Volck—not the more expensive

garden Volck—in the proportion of one pint

of Volck to three gallons of water. The result

was astounding! Notwithstanding the com-

plete destruction of the roots of many of the

units planted, all of several hundred plants,

with only one single exception, grew to per-

fection. There was no recurrence of brown

patch and I think the discovery is very much
worth while. The bed is a gorgeous sight as

this memorandum is written.

The blue of G. sino-ornata I think is in some

ways preferable to Gentiana acctulis, although

between the two it is difficult to make a com-

parison. The blue is very much like that of

the smaller Gentiana verna, which, by the way,

is one of the most alluring ground covers I

have seen. When happily domiciled, it forms

a thick carpet and when a bed of a few hun-

dred of them is in full bloom, it is a sight to

be remembered. Once I had the good fortune

to visit Switzerland when Gentiana verna was

in bloom. From a distance they resembled

solid carpets of a gorgeous sky blue. I made

up my mind right then and there to keep try-

ing until I could duplicate that sight in my
own garden. It has taken several years to do

it, but finally I have succeeded.

NOTEBOOK
First, I ordered a few plants from one of

the very few nurseries offering this supposedly

very “miffy” subject. No good. The reason

it is considered difficult is that it resents being

moved. The next year I bought some seed

from each of two English nurseries listing it.

One was absolutely worthless; the other ger-

minated 100 per cent and I was on my way.

The mortality, however, was very high. This

first batch of seed was planted in a pan cov-

ered with glass and babied along. I lost a

good many in transferring them to blooming

quarters. The next year I planted them in

flats but saved out a little seed to see what it

would do if sown right out in the open in a

carefully prepared bed but without any pro-

tection whatever. Magic! That’s the way it

grows in Switzerland and to my delight the

germination appeared to be 100 per cent.

Next, would it set seed? Seed production on

my coddled plants had been exceedingly er-

ratic, but not so this new batch. Fine, well-

filled pods with scarcely a failure in the lot.

Then it was just a question of repeating the

process on a larger scale and this year one of

my proudest achievements was a bed perhaps

four by five feet.

The one and, in my opinion, only objection

to G. verna is that, Gentian-like, its flower

closes with the disappearance of the sun. How-

ever, I confess to being balmy enough about

them to aspire to use them where convention

would suggest a lawn.

P. B.Truax
1 i i

Occurrence of Woodwardia Radicans in

Washington

Woodwardia radicans, the giant chain fern,

covers extensive areas in certain parts of

Northern California and occurs at various

stations in Oregon. In Washington we find it

only in widely separated places and then not

in great plantings—Steilacoom, Fox Island,

Vashon Island, Mercer Island and Bainbridge

Island. A new location was reported recently

by Mr. H. B. Sallee, a great clay bank over-

looking Tondas Bay, a smallish indentation

between Hood Canal and Dabob Bay. The
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plants must be very old there because the

fronds are long—all of six feet. It is interest-

ing to note that it has again been found close

to water.

Woodwardia radicans is a lovely addition

to any fern collection, partly because of its

size and bold pattern but also because it is

practically evergreen. While the green does

begin to fade in winter the frond does not col-

lapse until after the new fronds have appeared,

which, in this region, is rather late in spring.

Else M. Frye

i i i

An Important New Committee
The Arboretum Foundation has set up a

new committee to aid plantsmen who discover

new species or develop new hybrids. The

proper reporting of such new plants and the

international acceptance of new names require

a knowledge of the rules of nomenclature with

definite botanical information and in some

cases a description in Latin.

For those who are unfamiliar with this pro-

cedure this committee will aid them in mak-

ing the proper description and cause this to

be published in a manner that will give the

plant name international recognition.

On this committee are two of the most com-

petent and widely known botanists in Amer-

ica, Mrs. Else M. Frye and Mr. Carl English,

Jr., of Seattle. The foundation is deeply in-

debted to both of them for accepting this new

assignment.

Communications with reference to this work

should be addressed to the Arboretum founda-

tion. H. G. Ihrig, Chairman

i i <

Rhododendron Handbook

THE Arboretum Foundation will publish,

in the near future, a “Handbook of Rho-

dodendron Culture and Rhododendron Varie-

ties for the Pacific Northwest.”

For a number of years we have been deluged

with requests for information regarding all

phases of rhododendron culture. These re-

quests have led to the decision to gather to-

gether in one publication all of the authori-

tative information which has appeared in

previous issues of the Bulletin and to in-

clude much additional information in the form

of new articles which will be concerned with

the fundamental knowledge required to grow

rhododendrons successfully. It will all be

printed in an attractive booklet which should

be on sale at the Arboretum Foundation Office

beginning in April, 1946.

The listing of some of the subjects which

will be covered will give an idea as to the

nature of the publication. Some of the im-

portant titles follow:

1. Rhododendron Insects and Their Con-

trol—Dr. E. P. Breakey.

2. Rhododendron Diseases and Their Con-

trol—Dr. C. J. Gould.

3. The Propagation of Rhododendrons by

Grafting, Root Grafting, Cuttings, Budding,

Layering and Seedage—as compiled by Mr.

Carol G. Wieting.

4. The Hardiness of Rhododendrons—Mr.

Herbert G. Ihrig.

5. Rhododendron Soils and Fertilization

—

Mr. Carl S. English, Jr.

6. Rhododendrons in the Wild—Mrs. Else

M. Frye.

In addition to the above titles, there will

be included a number of important reference

lists such as “Hardiness Ratings,” “Rhodo-

dendrons for Cold Climates,” “Rhododen-

dron Hybrids,” and “Rhododendron Hybrids

for Amateurs.”

The rhododendron has become one of our

chief ornamental plants in the Pacific North-

west and those of you who are growing many
of them, or even a few of them, will want

this authoritative publication.

i r i

Comment from Texas

We have just read the very interesting ar-

ticle in the Arboretum Bulletin, “Unusual

or Outstanding Shrubs and Their Uses in the

Garden,” by Mrs. Frantz Nehammer.

With due appreciation for the excellent list

of desirable subjects not often found in private

collections, the flower-loving public, augment-

ed by the garden clubs, is becoming increas-

ingly interested in rare species. Such contri-

butions are timely.

While we are confronted with isothermic

lines which prevent certain plants from being
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grown successfully in all sections of our vast

empire, there is much in common and many

trees and shrubs seem to disregard these

“lines” and grow luxuriantly, not only in our

Dixie land of the “Deep South” but on the

West Coast as well.

Among the subjects worthy of trial we

would like to include Koelreuteria formosana

—of comparatively recent introduction—dif-

fering from K. paniculata, a species which is

often seen in home plantings and landscapes

throughout the country. Remarkably large

specimens of the latter are occasionally re-

ferred to in New Harmony (“Posey Co.”)

Indiana, where they were planted more than

100 years ago by the Owens, who founded a

cooperative colony there. These trees have

grown to enormously large size and are locally

called “Gate Trees” from the location of their

planting. Koelreuteria jormosana, by contrast,

is much more rapid in growth and of a more

spreading habit, attaining a height of some

30 to 40 feet in a few years with a wide spread

of branches, while the former is usually quite

upright in form. This more recent introduc-

tion has much larger panicles of rich golden

yellow flowers, from which it is sometimes

called Golden Rain Tree (with apologies to

Laburnum). These showy yellow flowers are

followed late in summer and autumn by con-

spicuous red seed pods which attract the at-

tention of every beholder. While probably not

as hardy as the well-known K. paniculata
,

it

has withstood 20 degrees F. without injury.

Texas has a rich heritage in trees and

flowers. The old Indian name Tejas, meaning

sunshine and flowers, is a vast empire within

itself, extending from the deep, almost impen-

etrable jungles of the “Big Thicket” near the

Louisiana line, comprising about three and a

half million acres, through the timber belts,

prairies and plains to the mountainous regions

toward the west with a corresponding variation

in soil, climate and rainfall, providing con-

genial growing conditions for very wide and

varied forms of vegetation.

Among the attractive large-growing flower-

ing shrubs found among the native growth of

the Big Thicket is Styrax pulverulenta, Michx.,

a shrub of great beauty, with its pendant white

“silver bell”-like flowers which envelope the

plant in late spring, with attractive elliptical

foliage. It is apparently a Southern form of

5. Americana

,

introduced in 1794.

Another one of the interesting silver bells

also found in the Big Thicket and in some

of the Southeastern states is Halesia diptera,

Ellis, sometimes called Snowdrop Tree, having

larger and more showy flowers than H. Caro-

lina, which is known in commerce as H. tetrap-

tera, Ellis. H. diptera is more spreading in

growth and a valuable addition to any collec-

tion of hardy flowering shrubs.

Among other native subjects worthy of a

place in gardens and home ground planting is

Sophora secundiflora, the Texas Mountain

Laurel of the drier regions of Central Texas,

thriving on the barren soil and rugged terrain

of the Western plains. Its lustrous evergreen

foliage surmounted in late spring by terminal

racemes of violet blue, fragrant flowers and

followed by showy red “Mescal Beans,” ren-

der it one of the most desirable ornamental

shrubs or small trees. It seems to be adapted

to general garden culture south of the Mason
and Dixon line, doing well in Kentucky and

Tennessee. There is also a yellow-flowering

form growing in the Rio Grande valley known

as S. tomentosa.

Our Texas Mountain Laurel has recently

been brought into the limelight by contributors

to “Horticulture” (Boston), who advocate

changing the popular name because it seems to

conflict with the Mountain Laurel of the Al-

leghenies, Kalmia latijolia, an unrelated plant.

But native sentiment and traditions are too

firmly fixed to permit the change.

Rare and unusual native and introduced

subjects which embellish our gardens are too

numerous to find mention in a brief summary

—like stars on a wintry night—and give rise

to the almost unlimited possibilities of a com-

prehensive Botanical Garden and Arboretum

for South Texas, where our mild semitropical

climate, fertile soil and rainfall and generally

favorable growing conditions all contribute to

Edenic possibilities.

Edward Teas
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Gene-holly-gy
On my sunny garden terrace

Stands a little holly tree,

But of berries it’s as bare as

No such pretty tree should be.

While my neighbor has a holly

With crimson fruit so loaded

That my heart, once gay and jolly,

Is by green-eyed envy goaded.

But I learned of bees and flowers

Standing by my mother’s knees,

And I’ve thought for many hours

Of the little holly trees.

Now, I never took much stock in storks,

And I don’t believe in fairies

—

Wanna bet my tree’s the father

Of my next-door neighbor’s berries?

—By Grace Garland.

i i i

Seattle Camellia Show
Mrs. Roy F. Taylor

r U ^HE Annual Camellia Show, sponsored by
“** Amateur Gardeners, will again be held at

the University of Washington Arboretum

Greenhouse on Saturday, April 6, from 1 p.m.

to 7 p.m. and on Sunday, April 7, from 10 a.m.

to 7 p.m. Take the Montlake bus, No. 4, and

get off at East Lynn Street. Walk east four

blocks through the Arboretum to the green-

house.

More space for displays has been added this

year so the committee is hoping that garden

clubs, Arboretum units and the garden-inter-

ested public will get behind this show 100 per

cen and make it Seattle’s outstanding flower

event of the year.

For a number of years, Amateur Gardeners

has sponsored the camellia family at the Ar-

boretum. Some of the club members helped

propagate these plants which are now growing

in the Mary E. Williams Memorial Camellia

Gardens and the lath house. Each year the

club contributes additional plants for this col-

lection. There are at present more than seven

hundred plants including at least two hundred

varieties. Recently, C. reticulata has been

added to the collection of C. japomica, C.

Sasanqua, C. sinensis and C. cuspidate types.

Tours to the Camellia Garden, Rhododen-

dron Glen, Woodland Garden and Azalea Way
will be conducted during the show days by

guides, headed by Dr. John H. Hanley, di-

rector of the Arboretum, and by Mr. Paul

Brown, superintendent. We are also planning

on lectures and colored slides of camellias

during the show. An advisor will be available

at an information desk to answer questions

regarding the care and growth of camellias.

Schedule for the Camellia show follows:

Exhibits

1. Camellia specimen blooms (all types, sin-

gle, double, etc.)

a. One camellia bloom.

b. Group of three camellia blooms, one

variety.

2. Camellia plants in pots (pots need not be

covered).

3. Arrangements:

a. Luncheon table using camellias.

b. Mantel arrangement using camellias.

c. Coffee table arrangement using camellias.

d. Camellia corsage, morning and evening.

Note: All classes in No. 3 above may in-

clude other materials or acces-

sories.

A special section will be set aside for ex-

hibits by men.

The public is invited to make entries in

Classes 1, 2 and 3.

4. Club Exhibits: Arrangement using camel-

lias. (This class is planned for Garden Club

Exhibits. Choose one member from the club

to make the arrangements.) Camellias used

in 3, 4 and 5 need not be grown by ex-

hibitor or members.

5. Arboretum Unit Exhibit: Arrangement

using camellias. This class is planned for

Arboretum Units Exhibits. Choose one

member from the club to make the arrange-

ments.

6. Commercial Exhibits:

a. Camellia specimen blooms.

b. Camellia plants in pots.

First, second and third ribbon awards will

be made to all entries judged meritorious.
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Entries will be received at the University

of Washington Arboretum Greenhouse on Sat-

urday, April 6, at 8 a.m. to 10 a.m.

Cut flowers will be sent to Army and Navy

hospitals after the show.

Additional schedules may be secured at the

Arboretum Foundation Office, 1117 Second

Avenue, 516 Medical Arts Building, or Mrs.

Roy F. Taylor, 5506 East 73rd Street, Seattle,

Washington.

This show is open to the public. Come and

get acquainted with your Arboretum. There is

no fee for entries or any of the events. A
cordial invitation is extended to all.

i i i

English Rhododendron Society

(Courtesy of C. E. Ridgway)

Rhododendrons that have received awards

1939 to 1944

19 3 9

'•Amalfi (Calophytum x Cornubia)

•Eureka (Arboreum x Hookeri)

•Eurydice (Arboreum Album x Loderi)

•Gaul (Elliott! x Shilsonii)

•Little Birt (Euchaites x Repens)

tMicroleucum

*White Wings (Bullatum x Ciliicalyx)

tBIue Diamond (Augustinii x Intrifast)

•Bureavii

•Coeruleum

t David (A Hugo Koster hybrid)

•Elizabeth (Griersonianum x Repens)

•Goblin (Break of Day x Griersonianum)

•Louise (Kaempferi x Dark Red Indian)

fNoomi vor. Stella Maris (Aurora x Fortunei)

•Rosefinch (Bella x Griersonianum)

tTouchstone (A Griffithianum hybrid)

•Zuider Zee var. Jersey Cream (Campylocarpum x

Mrs. Lindsay Smith)

•Angelo var. Solent Queen (Discolor x Griffithianum)

•Antonio (Discolor x Gills' Triumph)

1940
•Mayo (Sutchuenense x Ririei)

•Elsoe var. Clyne (Grande x Hodgsonii)

tEthel (F. C. Puddle x Repens)

•Grand Prix (Grande x Eximium)

•Seagull var. Seamew (Sutchuenense x Loderi)

•SuHmeg (Sulfureum x Megeratum)

•White Glory var. Pink Glory (Irroratum x Loderi)

•Biskra (Cinnabarinum Roylei x Ambiguum)

•Chine (Wightii x Fortunei)

•Cretonne (Bordayi x Loderi)

•Betty (Molvatica x Kaempferi)

•Butterfly (A campylocarpum hybrid)

*Dr. M. Costhoek (Azalea)

•John Cairns (Malvatica x Kaempferi)

•Peggy (Uncertain parentage)

•Red Star (Mrs. Lindsay Smith x Koliire)

•Day Dream (Lady Bessborough x Griersonianum)

•Electro (Chasmanthum x Augustinii)

•Fabla vor. Tangerine (Dichroanthum x Griersonianum)

194 1

•Hermione (Gilian x Arboreum)

•Johnstoneanum var. rubeotinctum

•Laura Aberconway (Barclayi x Griersonianum)

•Infanta (Isabella x Griersonianum)

1942
•Olive (Moupinense x Dauricum)

•Circe (May Day x Elizabeth) •

•Clotted Cream (Auriculatum x Neda)
•Felicity (Radiance x F. C. Puddle)

•Fire Flame (Apodectum x Griersonianum)

t Fusilier (Elliottii x Griersonianum)

•Panoply (G. A. Sims x Eriogynum)

•Siren (Choremia x Griersonianum)

tSunrise (Griersonianum x Griffithianum)

•Toreador (A. Osborn x Griersonianum)

1943
•Albrechtii (Azalea)

•Blue Bird (Intricatum x Augustinii)

•Eleanore (Desquamatum x Augustinii)

fElizabeth (Griersonianum x Repens)

•Mariloo var. Gilbury (Dr. Stocker x Lacteum)

fTaggianum
•Valpinense (Moupinense x Valentinianum)

tGrenadier (Moser's Maroon x Eliottii)

•Agnes (Griersonianum x Norma Gill)

•Kingcup (Dichroanthum x Bustard)

1944
•Arthur J. Ivens (Williamsianum x Houlstonii)

•Camilla (Penjerrick x Loderi)

fDainty (May Day x Elizabeth)

•Julie (Loderi x Loderi)

fLady Chamberlain var. Bodnant Yellow

(Royal Flush x Cinnabarinum Roylei)

fLaura Aberconway (Barclayi x Griersonianum)

•Marcia (Campylocarpum x Gladys)

fSchlippenbachii

•Award of Merit,

t First Class Certificate.

‘Cedarwood’ FENCE
Gates - Arches - Trellis

FLOWER STAKES
CEDAR LUMBER

J. R. LEWIS LUMBER CO.

4711 Ballard Ave. SUnset 744*

SEATTLE 7

Carl Starker Gardens

JENNINGS LODGE, OREGON

Rock Plants . . . Heathers

Dwarf Shrubs . . . Iris

New Catalogue Now Ready
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HYBRID-LILACS AND PEONIES
Propagated from our own private planting which has been collected

during the past 15 years. Plan to visit our gardens during the

blooming season.

Lilacs—In May. Peonies—In June

THE LEIGHTONS gZ^*.
Route 2, Box 2471 North Edmonds, Washington

r Now Your Peace Garden
NOVELTIES IN GLADIOLUS
Green Light
Ethel Cave Cole
Takina-Zuni
and many others
$1.00 dozen up
Select Dahlias in April

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS
Frilled-Double Hanging
Basket and other types
in all colors. 35c each.

BOOKS THAT HELP
Garden Magic—Roy Biles
Garden Flowers in color—Foley
Pleasant Valley—Bromfield
Book of Annuals—Hottes
and others

WE HAVE THE LARGEST
selection of Flower and
Vegetable seeds in the
city, new numbers and
standards.

PLANT HELPS THAT HELP
Hormones for all uses.
Plant Chem.
Liquid Fertilizers
Markers in variety
Moisture-proof pencils

SEATTLE 1316 Second Ave.
BED CO. SEneca 1993

BETTER PLANTS FOR BETTER GARDENS
if BEARING SIZE FRUIT TREES . . .

Enjoy tree-ripened fruit from your own garden. 3, 4, 5 and 6-year trees, often
tr)ansplanted, trained and trimmed to bear maximum crops. Each from $2.00.

New stock of Veteran and Rochester Peach Trees just in.

* BOYSENBERRY and OLYMPIC BERRY . . . In bearing size clumps.
Boysenberries, 3-year clumps, $1.50 value, now 50c.

RHODODENDRONS, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS . . .

In choice varieties and beautiful colors.

if ROSES of QUALITY . . .

Choicest new improved varieties.

if ORNAMENTAL FLOWERING TREES . . .

Visit our nurseries now and select from the many NEW and UNUSUAL varieties.

if PERENNIALS . . .

Add color to your garden with new varieties such as PENSTEMON GIANT
RUBY, an all-summer blooming variety, Violas, Delphiniums, giant hybrids, etc.

University Drive-In—4700 25th Ave. N.E. Downtown Drive-In—333 Denny Way
KEnwood 1119 (University Location Open Sundays) MAin 1119
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Selected Shrubs
(Continued from Page Five)

tana is an interesting form with quite a differ-

ent odor. The purple heads of flowers, topped

by deep violet bracts, resemble a shuttle cock.

It is a loose growing plant but makes a fine

bold effect.

Leucothoe Davisiae is an exceptionally fine

shrublet of fifteen or eighteen inches. The

many branches are heavily clothed with thick

leathery leaves that turn purple-bronze in win-

ter. Upright sprays of white, lily-of-the-valley

flowers appear in spring. It wants a cool situa-

tion.

In the right place our native penstemons

are excellent plant material, but they want

very good drainage and are not always too

easy or long lived. P. Cardwellii, with its

showy red flowers, and P. Barrettiae with its

gray foliage and large orchid-colored blooms,

are especially good species.

Pimelea coarctica, a rather rare New Zea-

land daphne, is a charming wee creeper with

glaucous evergreen foliage, white flowers and

pearly opalescent berries. It is only for a very

choice spot in the foreground.

Amongst the woody potentillas, the variety

P. jruticosa Purdomii should be mentioned as

a very meritorious sort. It grows to about

twenty inches and produces a wealth of neat,

yellow, strawberry-like flowers all summer.

The foliage is silvery and attractive.

Dwarf roses can be very effective when

planted in drifts in the sun. The variety Oak-

ington Ruby with its fine deep-toned double

flowers, blooms profusely and long. It will

not grow over a foot high. R. Roulettii is even

more dwarf with smaller, double, pink blooms.

It begins to flower in April and continues over

a long period.

Sarcococca ruscifolia is a sturdy, low-grow-

ing, rather globular bushlet with small, point-

ed, lustrous, evergreen leaves. It will do well

in shade. The blossoms are small and white

and very sweet-scented in early spring and

are followed by dark shining berries.

The Saturejas are comfortable and easy

late bloomers with compact growth and aro-

matic foliage to recommend them. They

flower in September and October and the

spikes of white to palest pink or lavender are

profuse and lasting. 5. montanum is our win-

ter savory. Its leaves may be used for flavor-

ing soups or stews. It makes a wiry, rounded,

much branched bushlet of a foot or so while

S. cuneijolia and 5. pygmaea are more dwarf

and decumbent.

In the small-growing spiraeas we find sev-

eral interesting sorts suited to wall or bank

planting. Of these, 5. bullata crispi is the

largest, with stiff, twiggy branches and small,

dark, crinkled leaves. The deep pink blooms

appear in late summer in attractive corymbs.

A group of three or five of these plants makes

an effective accent.

Spiraea decumbens is a delightful, wiry,

small, bushlet with tiny clusters of Vanhout-

tei-like flowers in summer. It grows almost a

foot across when mature.

Spiraea Normandii is a compact, small,

rounded bushlet with fine wiry stems and

bronzy-tinted foliage that never turns really

green. Toward fall the leaves take on a lus-

cious raspberry tint and the dew drops that

collect on the foliage overnight make it well

worth going out in the garden to admire in

the morning. It is a real jewel. The blossoms

are much like those of Anthony Waterer, but

smaller.

Teucriums are good materia) for a dry

sunny situation. T. chamaedrys, with its

heather-like spikes of bloom in late summer

and its neat rounded form, makes a pleasant

bushling for small groupings. The prostratum

form is even more dwarf and makes dense

mats of good foliage.

Teucrium Marum is very silvery and gray

as to foliage. The plants are twiggy and stiff

and the blossoms are a vivid rosy pink. Its

odor attracts cats and the plants are sometimes

quite worn out by having cats rolling in them.

Nevertheless, where cats are not too much of

a nuisance, this Teucrium can make quite an

attractive planting with its fine silvery effect.

The shrubby thymes are very usable when

planted in a sunny situation. With their

twiggy growth and fine, aromatic foliage, they

make good fillers and at blooming time they

are quite showy with their masses of soft

pinkish lavender flowers. T. nitidvs makes a
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stiff yew-like plant with grayish foliage about

a foot high. It somewhat resembles a heather

and is particularly attractive when in flower.

T. citriodorus in the golden or silvered form

makes an excellent showing. T. ericaefolius is

quite prostrate with soft bronzy foliage, and

T. Herba-barona, with its anise-scented leaves,

should find a welcome in any foreground

grouping.

The dwarf Vacciniums are handsome small

shrubs for a cool or partly shaded spot. V.

Myrtillus, the whortleberry, is deciduous with

attractive light green foliage of rounded form

followed by white flowers and red berries.

V. Vitis-idaea, the mountain cranberry, makes

a low mass of much branched stems with shiny

rounded evergreen leaves. The light pink,

globular blooms are followed by persistent

bright red berries. There are several smaller

forms from Alaska that are even more dwarf

and compact. All are charming and most use-

ful for a cool situation.

Veronica cupressoides nana is a small form

of the well-known V. cupressoides, with a close

rounded habit and fine lacy foliage. It rarely

blooms but is attractive for its good form and

neat habit. It grows to about eighteen inches

across.

Vithtrnum Davidii is an outstanding low-

growing shrub with thick leathery, deep-green,

accordion-pleated foliage. The flower clusters

are white and are followed by metallic blue

berries.

Viburnum Opulus nanum, in a spot exposed

to wind, will take on very lovely color. It is

very close-growing and twiggy and in the

winter the wiry stems are quite a vivid red.

If snow should come these small bushes look

like little bonfires. It rarely blooms but the

foliage, which is always somewhat bronze, is

most attractive. It may be clipped or, if

allowed to grow normally, will not grow over

eighteen inches high, but makes a wide flat

mat of foliage.

No doubt, many plants of real merit have

been omitted from these notes, but if a few

new or little-used ones have been brought to

the reader’s attention, then perhaps our future

plantings will prove of more interest and

beauty throughout the year.

DEPUE MORGAN & CO.
COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHERS

1117 Pine Street ELIoft Mil
SEATTLE 1

vvestern

Printinq

Co.
® a complete
printing

service for
discriminating

people

MAIbi 6302
2100 FIFTH AVENUE SEATTLE

It Pays to Use . . .

HAPPY HOME
CANNED FOODS

and

GOLD SHIELD
COFFEE

Guaranteed by

SCHWABACHER BROS. & C0„ lac.

Seattle, Washington
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Japanese Iris

(Continued from Page Ten)

various shades of blue or red, and all have

white centers which stream out over the petals.

This class is very spectacular and some have

beautifully ruffled and folded petals. Ai-Fuku-

rin is a very rare single with enormous, white,

waxy petals with a very narrow border of red,

a sort of staining on the edges.

Blue

In the blues we find Kongo-San, a very rare

variety of triple formation almost like a peony,

with a multiplicity of small petals in the cen-

ter. It is a smooth, dark blue in color. Yedo-

Jiman, a huge single of similar coloring, has

drooping petals and often comes double. Po-

la-ma-no is a very rich, vivid, blue-purple

with faint bluish lines. Eumee, not large but

very beautifully formed, is one of the truest

blues.

Also on the red side we have a rarely beau-

tiful triple variety, Kuma-Funjin, with a

blackish lustre. It is one of the darkest of all

Japanese irises with wavy petals and tufted

center. Ko-ko-no-iro-kataka is another very

handsome wine purple and Hopi Girl, in sim-

ilar shading, is a single. Neptune is one of the

tallest varieties, with smaller flowers.

Such descriptions are really not adequate

since it would be almost impossible to paint

a word picture of these beautiful flowers, so

delicate and illusive is their coloring. One

day you might describe a certain flower as

dark blue and a day or two later it would ap-

pear as a soft lavender or rosy violet. Each

day the shading changes and it is beautiful

at all stages. These lovely flowers should be

grown much more extensively than they now
are, for they would be an ornament in any

garden even in the best of company.

i i i

You will be doing a great favor for the

Bulletin and for the Arboretum by purchas-

ing regularly from our advertisers.

1 1 i

Dr. John C. Snyder and Prof. Stanley

Wadsworth of Washington State College are

preparing articles for forthcoming issues of

The Bulletin.

For Choice Named Hardy Primroses and

Rare and Unusual Bulbs, Send to

TULIP GRANGE
(Mary Brown Stewart)

Route I, Box 188 BOW, WASH.

O. E. HOLMDAHL

Landscape Architect

711 Broadway North—CApitol 3407

GARDEN ARISTOCRATS 1946
is an extremely interesting booklet full of

information about the newest, rarest, and
handsomest trees and shrubs.

COPY MAILED ON REQUEST

CLARKE NURSERY Box 343, San Jose 2, Calif.

COMPLIMENTS

OF

KRISTOFERSON

DAIRY
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STOP THAT ROT
WITH

CUPROLIGNUM

The positive wood and canvas

preservative, unexcelled for

greenhouse timbers, flats, cold

frames, fence posts, gutters!

Ask Your Dealer

Rudd Paint & Varnish Co

SEATTLE

Sole Manufacturers for

RUDD & CUMMINGS, Distributors

RHODODENDRONS
Rhododendron Fusilier, A.M.R.H.S.

1938, an Exbury cross of R. Grier-

sonianum and R. Elliottii. Field grown

for 4 years. Said by Rhododendron

fanciers who have seen this beautiful

Red Rhododendron in bloom to be

finer than R. Tally Ho.

Fine Branched Plants, $10

A Few Plants with Buds, $12

(f.o.b. Tacoma plus 10% for pkg.)

H. L. LARSON
1131 North E St. Tacoma 3, Wash.

NOVELTY DAFFODILS

If you are a lover of Daffodils, you should have a copy of our

Daffodil catalogue which features one of the finest and most com-

plete selections of imported varieties. It lists many of the newest

introductions along with numbers of the finer older sorts. Our

1946 catalogue includes many new helpful features to guide you

in making selections. Ask for your copy.

®

GRANT E. MITSCH
CANBY, OREGON
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Lilies

(Continued from Page Twenty-One)

Cultivation

Planting lilies for ornamental purposes pre-

supposes little or no cultivation. Weeds are

removed by hand, and any cultivating the

plants receive will probably be by means of a

hand weeding tool. It should be noted, how-

ever, that the greater part of the culture of

lilies should take place before they are

planted. The soil should be prepared to main-

tain to a considerable extent both its porosity

and tilth, as well as its ability to retain mois-

ture, for as long a period as possible following

the planting of the bulbs. To do this, the

humus content of the soil must be relatively

high. This is one of the essentials for suc-

cessful growing of lilies.

The Value of Mulches

All lilies grow naturally in places where

they receive a mulch of fallen leaves each

autumn. Apparently, mulches serve a two-fold

purpose. They assist in retaining moisture in

the ground in the summer and exclude frost

in the winter. It is questionable if winter

mulches are necessary in the Puget Sound

country. However, in the colder sections, a

coarse mulch of wheat straw or some material

free of weed seeds is advisable, particularly

where small bulbs or bulblets have been

planted. Most authorities agree that this

winter mulch should be put on as soon as the

ground freezes and that it should be removed

when the earliest lilies begin coming through

the soil. A summer mulch of composted leaves

or well-rotted manure is desirable. Caution

—

do not add the remains of lily plants, stems,

leaves, flowers, or bulbs to the compost which

is to be returned to the soil in which lilies

are growing. The danger of promoting the

development of certain lily diseases is too

great.

Salmagundi (Miscellaneous)

Some bulbs may lie dormant for a year fol-

lowing planting. This condition has been at-

tributed to several causes. Bulbs dug while

immature are known to behave in this man-

ner. Imported bulbs often have the roots

cut off close to the basal plate and it has been

suggested that this may be a contributing fac-

tor. Another advantage domestically produced

bulbs have over the imported is that they are

to be had with viable roots.

Avoid planting the bulbs in the soil from

which diseased bulbs have been removed. It

is also advisable to immerse all bulbs in a

suspension of wettable Spergon, 1 part Sper-

gon to 200 parts water by weight (1 pound

in 25 gallons), for 15 minutes as soon after

lifting them as is convenient. The bulbs

should be drained of excess liquid and per-

mitted to dry off in the open air before stor-

ing or planting. This helps prevent the de-

velopment of bulb rots.

Remove and burn, in early spring, all leaves

produced by Madonna Lilies the previous

autumn. This will help prevent the develop-

ment of Botrytis blight or “fire.”

Spray with Bordeaux mixture (4-4-50) to

prevent Botrytis blight or “fire”. This is a

preventive, not a cure, so apply before trouble

starts.

Moles will not eat lily bulbs, but mice

which follow in their runways may. Moles

will dislodge lily bulbs and break off the stems

above the bulbs, and are generally bad for

a lily planting.

Aphids cause the leaves and flowers of lilies

to become distorted, and may spread virus

diseases. Use nicotine sprays and dusts.

Unless the grower has definite use for the

seed, it is best to prevent the development

of seed pods. A plant which produces seed

pods, produces an inferior bulb, since reserves

which should have gone into the bulb, have

gone toward the production of seed instead.

Send for our list of

ROCK PLANTS

DWARF SHRUBS

WATER PLANTS

L . N. ROBERSON
1540 E. 102nd St., VE. 1189, Seattle 55

Forty



Carden King
100% ORGANIC PLANT FOOD

Excellent for
LAWNS FLOWERS VEGETABLES

Contains many chemical properties necessary
to vigorous plant life. Apply any time that
nourishment is needed. Complete, easy to
understand directions on each sack.
Garden King will not burn your lawn.

For Sale at Leading
SEED, FEED, HARDWARE and

DEPARTMENT STORES

POLSON IMPLEMENT COMPANY
SEATTLE 4

Garden Books
OF GENERAL AND SPECIAL

INTEREST

HARRY HARTMAN
BOOKSELLER, INC.

1313 FIFTH AVENUE
MAin 2213 SEATTLE 1

BONNEYBROOK NURSERY
Rt. 2, Bothell, Wash. KIRKLAND-BOTHELL HIGHWAY Phone Kirkland 927

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS— Largest Assortment in the Northwest

PLANTS for your ROCKERIES, FLOWER BEDS and BORDERS
(ANNUAL and PERENNIAL Varieties—FINE SELECTION)

FLOWERING TREES and SHRUBS— HIGH QUALITY
FRUIT TREES and BERRY P LA N T

S

— Reasonable Prices

Specialists In Decoration

With a staff of floral artists whose time is devoted to decorations

and arrangements. The fact that explains why so many Seattle-

ites turn to and depend upon “Woodlawn” for lovely effects.

Satisfaction and confidence is found in knowing that your

flowers will be arranged by artists devoted to this work.

Woodlawn Flower SPi

HARRY CROUCH

op

510 UNION STREET SEATTLE MAin 0663
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Spring—1946
(Continued from Page Twenty-Three)

“Ruby” and “Mars.” Rather late in the sea-

son there will also appear other Ghent hybrids

and one of them, “Pallas,” certainly merits

special mention.

The spring season in the Arboretum with

its wealth of color, not only from rhododen-

drons and azaleas, but also from many odd

types of lovely trees and shrubs, is truly one

of the outstanding times of year to visit. The
only other season which compares to it comes

in the fall during the month of October, when

the brilliant foliage effects are most pro-

nounced. John H. Hanley

FLOWERIM TREES, SHRUBS AMD FRUIT TREES
For Lasting Satisfaction

HOPKINS NURSERY
Bothell, Washington (On Bothell-Kirkland Highway) Phone Bothell 391

Bunge Lumber & Hardware Co.

High Grade Peat Moss and

AH Types of Fertilizer

Including

Acid Fertilizer for Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Camellias, etc.

Compounded by the Formula of Mr. Herbert Ihrig

9616 16th Avenue S.W.

SEATTLE 6

WEst 0022 Burien Yard, GLendale 1799

vnifl —WRITE FOR
FREE BOOKLET

Write for free booklet containing illustrations
with descriptions and prices of 400 beautiful
improved varieties . . . types that bloom
from early spring until autumn.

NATIONAL IRIS GARDENS
BEAVERTON, OREGON

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Exhibition, Commercial, Spiders, Koreans,
English and other early flowering varieties.

Catalog.

SHADYCOVE GARDENS
ISSAQUAH, WASHINGTON
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you can have

ELECTRIC HEATING
for your Greenhouse

No more waiting. You can secure the kind of cable needed for controlled

soil heating. It will shorten time of rooting—lessen cost of heating

—

grow better, sturdier plants. Puget Power Farm consultants will be glad

to advise on locally approved and economical methods of wiring.

PUGET SOUND POWER & LIGHT CO.

SPRING SALE
EVERGREENS
• We are the Propagators and Growers of the Largest and

Finest Selection of Evergreens in the Pacific Northwest!

Hardy, Disease-free Shrubs are our Specialty! Correctly

grown plants assure the Home Owner Many Years of Beauty!

DECIDUOUS
• Now is the time to plant Fruit Trees! We have a Large

Assortment of the Most Popular Fruit Varieties! • Also

Weeping Willow, Mountain Ash, Birch and other Shade Trees!

“We Can Supply Every Landscape Need!”

STRANDER NURSERIES
13310 Interurban Avenue South

Seattle 88

Between Riverton

and Foster

Valley Highway

Members:

American Association

of Nurserymen
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<Jfe*meAAeu on Rodei.
There has been such a demand that now a second edition has been printed

with much additional material throughout the book.

—plus—
A whole long chapter written in the usual clear Hennessey way, clarifying

the status of the own root and the budded rose.

Such Comments as These:

“FIRST NEW ROSE BOOK IN 50 YEARS”

“The book is a realm of information. But above all I think the outstanding
phenomena are the non-technical language, the stressing of fundamental
facts and the way you have broken the traditional theories of rose culture.”

“First clean break from the old traditional unscientific rose lore.”

“Greatest contribution to the rose world of all time.”

Write for free bulletin of 36 reviews by Rose Growers who have been
winning the prizes.

Procurable only from

cttetitteMeq,

Price

,

£3.50 Postpaid

Hillsboro, Oregon

f DON’T . . . think that you
need acres of ground to plant
a home orchard. Try our
“orchard-in - a - tree” combina-
tions. Cherry or apple trees

with from two to five varieties

on a single tree, insuring
proper pollenization and ripe
fruit over a long season. Prac-
tical and interesting.

AVAILABLE NOW
For Immediate Shipment ... A Choice Lot of

Better Than Ever Fruit Trees

Best Varieties

APPLE, PEAR, PRUNE

PEACH, CHERRY

Our Stocks Are Complete on

DWARF AND ESPALIER FRUIT TREES

JPrite TODAY for our neic free catalog describing these and many other items.

Our catalog this year is bigger and more colorful than ever.

BUCKLEY NURSERY CQ.,b u ckley, Washington
HOME OF THE PACIFIC GOLD PEACH
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27 Acres of Choice Fruit, Shade, Ornamental

Trees and Rose Bushes .

IT HAS BEEN OUR PLEASURE

FOR 44 YEARS

TO SERVE IN THE BEAUTIFICATION

OF NORTHWEST HONES

CATALOG ON REQUEST

Phone Richmond
2041

ESTABLISHED 1903 OPEN SUNDAYS
.

' Oi/si Business is‘ GROWING ”

RICHMOND NURSERIES
f RICHMOND BEACH, WASHINGTON •

SEATTLE EVERETT HIGHWAY TO RICHMOND HIGHLANDS— 1 MILE WEST ON RICHMOND BEACH ROAD
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SOIL BUILDING
The subject of Soil Building is rightly foremost in the minds of

home-owners, nurserymen and farmers. Feeding the soil is a

science requiring careful research into the chemistry of soils and

plant life. Many of the new, war-developed products are of value

and have been approved—others are still in the experimental stage.

The Chas. H. Lilly Co. has pioneered in the field of soil improve-

ment and research. Each new formula is tested and proved before

it is released for sale. For this reason you can have complete

confidence in starting your Spring planting program with LILLY’S

Fertilizers and Fertilizer Supplements.

Ask Your Dealer for

The Emblem of Purity in Seeds

MORCROP
(MORCROP is the trade name for a group of
LILLY’S Fertilizers especially formulated
for soil conditions of the Pacific Northwest.)

Also, be sure to ask for free copies of pamphlets giving information on

LILLY’S Fertilizer Supplements . . . MIN-ORGANO and VITA-

MINERALS . . . designed to produce uniformly large, flavorful vegetables

with greater vitamin and mineral content. And COMPO ... to create

artificial manure from garden waste. If your dealer is out of copies of

these pamphlets, write to us.

THE CHAS. H. LILLY CO
Seattle 4, Wash.
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